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Preface
Massimiliano Tarantino

Broken Cities is the first Feltrinelli Camp 2021, organised in collabora-
tion with national and international universities and research centres, 
as well as with institutional stakeholders of Fondazione Giangiaco-
mo Feltrinelli. Broken Cities intends to examine the challenges, vul-
nerabilities and opportunities that our cities and territories are fac-
ing from an ecological, social and economic perspective. Ecologically 
speaking, in Europe, cities are being challenged with the impact of 
climate change alongside an exacerbation of social inequalities: it is in 
cities that social, environmental and economic emergencies become 
increasingly visible, but it is also in cities that new solutions emerge. 
In terms of social and economic perspective, the pandemic exacerbat-
ed existing problems: cities across the world have become more vul-
nerable, their deficiencies in being able to guarantee a fair social and 
economic development increasingly palpable. These challenges need 
long term, well planned and responsibly-managed solutions, and we 
count on participants to the Broken Cities Camp to share this urge of 
civic commitment.
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The Camp intends to contribute to rethinking models and practices 
that can play a key role in the creation of a shared, and no longer frag-
mented space that includes heterogeneous identities and promotes 
sustainable lifestyles and healthy communities. In order to figure out 
how to fill these social and environmental gaps, we need to focus on 
strategic questions. What does the right to the city mean today? How 
can we put this right in practice in our cities? How can we turn cit-
ies into tangible places of opportunity for all? How can we promote 
participatory processes both in urban and non-urban territories? How 
can we guarantee principles of inclusivity and democracy in the so-
cio-ecological transition, to make it real and tangible instead of empty 
and ephemeral?

Last week, citizens from over a thousand Italian municipal districts 
were called to vote for mayors and counselors. The electoral campaign 
that had distinguished the approach of the bigger urban centers of our 
country has been, with the complicity of the state of global pandemic 
we are still navigating, less heated compared to other, more recent 
electoral rounds of voting.

Abstract concepts – although widely shareable – such as “urban 
development,” “environmental tutelage,” and “city of the future” have 
been evoked. Yet, rarely we have heard problems called, beyond any 
attempt of sugarcoating, with their actual name: economic precarity, 
the housing problem; the concentration of wealth and territorial posts 
deprived of decisional power; low wages and educational poverty; the 
so-called city of the invisibles, the interstitial city, of the homeless, of 
migrants of asylum seekers and of refugees.

We know that cities are big platforms that can attract people and 
investments, but they still are the expression of an unbalanced terri-
torial, social and economical development in which the distribution 
of opportunities, services and tutelages, can’t halt deep inequalities 
among areas and human groups inhabiting the same urban context. 
We also mentioned how the pandemic and the crisis that followed it 
have exacerbated these inequalities, reinforcing social boundaries and 
processes of segregation internal and external to the city. In the con-
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text of cities that were already fragmented from an economical point 
of view, we witnessed the unraveling of the relational dimension and 
of the social infrastructure (schools, urban services, parks, public ar-
eas) that constitute altogether a big patrimony of material and imma-
terial welfare holding communities together.

Before we can offer solutions, we need to recognize that cities are 
broken under many aspects: a lack of adequate services, a lack of ac-
cess to housing, the physical isolation that, from being a measure of 
containment of the virus has now consolidated into a lifestyle, loss of 
work, areas of cities that are ailing, degraded and abandoned. We know 
that broken cities are not fertile lands for a collective well-being, cre-
ating hubs of social injustice, replications of ineffective models of gov-
ernance and an unhealthy approach to the environment. Fundamental 
rights are now at risk of being relegated to the second, if not the last 
row in the classroom of priorities in urban contexts. Many historic cit-
ies are collapsing under the weight of their immobility: both for lack 
of funds and for an inability or unwillingness of those who govern 
the cities to implement transformations. At the same time, non-urban 
areas are suffering from widespread abandonment resulting from a 
lack of social infrastructure and services that challenge the ability of 
territories to maintain their attraction.

It appears evident that models of urban development of the recent 
past have not been capable of contrasting phenomena of polarization 
that characterize the city. On one hand, there was a promotion of shin-
ing urban centers to attract tourists, as well as a promotion of invest-
ments and of new opportunities for actors that were already central to 
the economic development of the city. Yet, on the other hand, it was 
hard to interpret and understand the difficulties of the most vulnerable 
strata of the citizenry, often far removed from the city centers, despite 
the problem of the “periphery” being increasingly more present in the 
language and commitment of political actors. We are talking of hous-
ing policies, accessibility to services, opportunities of employment 
and of sustainment to families, as well as of new forms of inclusion 
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for those who live in cities, but feel excluded: they feel progressively 
pushed to the margins, lonely, and lacking support and interlocutors.

Hence, new approaches are necessary, to repair, re-design and heal 
broken cities in their spatial, social and economic spheres. We need 
a transformation, in our approach and practices, that invests cities 
from many points of view in order to develop the territories as places 
of opportunities: more participation in urban planning, more health 
environments, more project management skills to guide the cities’ de-
velopment, more and better-designed services and more connection 
between and for people. We need to tackle socio-economic and envi-
ronmental injustices and start to reconcile the social, economic and 
environmental gaps, starting from new forms of listening to the ter-
ritories, to the neighborhoods and to their inhabitants. Cities have by 
nature a pragmatic attitude because they are the institution that is the 
closest to its citizens: cities are the space in which we most easily dis-
solve the opacity that envelops institutions and that leaves us with the 
sensation of the impossibility to have a role and a say.

Cities are laboratories that show how those places in which public 
policies turn out to be inadequate or distant can be a terrain for exper-
imentation of new formulas of coexistence. They are the physical and 
metaphorical periphery that Jacopo Lareno Faccini and Alice Ranzini 
talk about in L’ultima Milano. Cronache dai margini di una città. But 
there are also the citizens that go cast their vote and that, through a 
historical referendum, put a halt to speculation and choose the expro-
priation of a number of properties currently owned by big financial 
entities, as it happened last month in Berlin.

These are battles – from the self-organized neighborhood kinder-
garten to pro-housing movements – that express a desire for partici-
pation and that proclaim that, if politicians can pass the microphone 
and listen to needs being expressed, citizens often have very accurate 
ideas on how to manage public space, organize life rhythms and take 
care of collective goods.

Gilles Duranton, an expert in urban economies, spoke, a few years 
ago, of the “tyranny of proximity.” Living together costs effort. Yet, 
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precisely as dense environments, cities continue to be an operating 
area for opportunities par excellence. 

There is potential that can and needs to be redistributed within a 
horizon of inclusive urban development, one that favors the possibil-
ity of active participation in urban society and of the enjoyment of 
collectively produced wellbeing, independently from the possession 
of goods. This, for us, is a crucial point, and tonight’s keynote speaker 
has put it in focus with great clarity, throughout her research. Can one 
be a citizen outside of an ownership paradigm? Can one exercise their 
right to the city, regardless of revenues and income?

Economic models, production and consumption paradigms, the 
shapes in which values are generated and shared, have been decided 
upon: we will explore them thanks to the guests in the next panel.

Yet, as part of our role as a research Foundation, we make our task 
to sustain the possibility of having a say for those who ask to be wel-
comed in the circle of actors that make the city, of taking the floor and 
ask politicians to widen and diversify their scope of action, perhaps by 
welcoming innovations and experimentations proposed by those who 
have to deal with fragility and urban contradictions.

At the beginning of my intervention I spoke of the elections. I will 
conclude by circling back to last weekend’s vote: among the most sig-
nificant data there is abstentionism. It is a paradox with which we 
need to deal: indifference, distrust, disaffection, withdrawal, are often 
private feelings. Yet, many individual choices, dictated by lack of care 
or even resentment, have determined the predominant attitude of vot-
ing – or rather, non-voting. This is the practice of mending that we 
would like to promote: if cities need to stitch back together pieces and 
rifts of the process of expulsion, they can do so by holding back the 
tendency to disgregation that translates into a sense of abandonment 
and disaffection.

There’s a city that needs to be put back together. We are looking at 
the cooperation of many actors summoned for this Camp – research-
ers, social parts, administrations, institutions, private actors. Yet this 
is also happening in the name of, and thanks to, the intemperances 
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of those who, everyday, build an alternative. By doing so, we won’t 
collect private solitudes, but we’ll give life to a new collective project.

This is not all: it is important to give a voice to all those subjects that 
through their work and commitment have been striving to provide the 
sustainment that those who govern the city are not always capable of 
offering. I am referring to all those realities of intervention that, even 
during the pandemic, have been activated to provide answers to var-
ious needs and that have therefore been able to gather necessities of 
the most frail people, made even more urgent by the context in which 
we are living. It’s these actions, that often develop in the intersections 
of public, private and third sector, that to some extent help recompose 
the fissures and keep together the network of the city that would oth-
erwise be broken. 

Hence, we are called to contribute to tie back together the different 
souls of our cities and to recognize their urgency, opening up to the 
differences that inhabit our territories. The objective of all the actors 
must be that of reinforcing the right to the city and to extend this right 
to all those who live in it and that have elected it as a place to build 
their life projects.
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How to recompose cities as places of opportunities for 
citizens, communities, territories? 

Ananya Roy, Lecturer in Urban Planning, Social Welfare and 
Geography at UCLA, closes the first day of the Feltrinelli Camp 
“Broken Cities”. “Emergency urbanism” focuses on the city of 
Los Angeles. “On a regular day, rent is theft. Rent during a 
pandemic for which housing is the only prescription, is a fine.” 
From the myth of ownership to the violence of liberal urbanism 
and the recent pandemic, Roy presents new transformative 
practices of real estate property. Watch now the full video.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qs5T4hvg2Bc
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How to try and heal the Broken City
Laura Saija1

As an urban scholar who has worked for more than 20 years as an 
action-researcher with both urban and rural distressed communities, 
in Italy and the United States, I can share many lessons that I have 
learned on how to try and heal the “broken city.” However, to me, there 
is one lesson that is of particular value in this current conjuncture: it 
is less difficult to figure out what to do, than it is to identify who can 
do it. In other words, many of those who, somehow, deal with urban 
and regional development issues have ideas on actions that could or 
should be taken, but the biggest challenge is that it is hard to find ac-
tors that can or want to do the ‘right thing’.

If the goal is bridging spatial divides, it is evident that different types 
of divides can be found within each and every geography taken into 
consideration. Many scholars debate on whether certain geographies 
– neighborhoods, cites, regions, nations, continents – are more divid-

1 Laura Saija is a researcher in the disciplinary sector ICAR 20 (Technique and Urban 
Planning). PhD in Architectural, Urban and Environmental Design and Recovery is-
sued by the University of Catania, her research interests straddle the sectors of urban 
planning and urban and territorial project with that of planning for local development.
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ed than others, and why. Others prove that these gaps are deepening 
significantly in the face of the increasing neo-liberalization of old Eu-
ropean social democracies, while climate change is no longer a mere 
‘future risk,’ but has become a ‘reality’ made of fires, flash flooding, 
desertification, a pandemic, etc. etc.

In the face of critiques and despair, some urban scholars look for 
hope within the complex realm of actors that are trying to fill these 
gaps through a variety of insurgent, innovative, progressive practices 
carried out inside and outside city halls, i. e. innovative policies and 
projects, civic initiatives, innovative cohesive businesses, etc.

However, it is time to be honest and admit that the overall efficacy 
of innovative, inclusive, experimental practices is not quite what we 
would like it to be. We can keep studying them so that they can inspire 
a broader range of social actors and policymakers, but we need to ac-
knowledge that this is not enough. Indeed, we need to ask ourselves 
how transformative such “practices” are, and under which conditions 
we can rely on them to push for a change of direction.

In an article from 2019, planning scholars Savini & Bertolini use 
an ecological framework to point out the fact that most innovative 
spatial practices belong to niches of experimentation, and they either 
don’t last, remain at the margins, or get assimilated and corrupted. 
Rarely they remain transformative and keep their ability to promote 
change intact, without losing their radical soul. Savini and Bertolini 
look mostly at civic practices, but I believe this framework can also 
be used to look at innovative institutional practices, often carried out 
by brave innovators that must overcome obstacles related to internal 
bureaucracy and resistance to change.

From what I have witnessed, no matter how transformative existing 
cohesive and inclusive practices are, there is one thing that happens 
when important amount of funds suddenly become available, and de-
cision-makers and power brokers are asked to “quickly develop” proj-
ects and strategies’ to secure these funds. This is basically what is 
going to happen all around Europe with the significant amount of 
‘recovery’ money that is about to be spent. In these circumstances, In-
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stitutions, to be intended as ‘organizational structures’ characterized 
by certain procedures and habits, resist innovation and change. Using 
Lanzara’s theoretical framework (1997), they choose the exploitation 
of their existing limited resources (attention, intelligence, procedures 
that are already in-place), rather than exploring alternative paths. 
Lanzara calls this “institutional cognitive complexity.” We need poli-
cies, experiments, and programs that deal with this complexity more 
explicitly. This will especially be true once local communities are in-
undated with public funds to be spent either irrationally or according 
to established paradigms.

There exist many “lines of funding” that will make money available 
to support “institutions” in need of managing recovery money. Un-
fortunately, this is a dog biting its tail. We are expecting institutions 
to be able to handle spending money aimed at strengthening the very 
institutions’ ability to spend money! It is not going to happen, and, in 
Italy, we have plenty of evidence already: the two major place-based 
strategies that are providing development money for cities (PON Met-
ro) and inland regions (SNAI) expectdeficient public offices and their 
few educated public officials to carry, with little or no support, all the 
responsibilities entailed in shaping innovative policies and projects.

I believe that this institutional terrain is one for radical experimen-
tation and that it needs support from a third party like the Feltrinelli 
Foundation, but also from public universities (only if they are finally 
able to stop chasing an ‘entrepreneurial dream’ and decide to embrace 
the ‘public mission’ of their origins). It’s an urgent experimentation, 
because money is already on its way. It is urgent that intellectuals as 
well as civic leaders and organizations like the Feltrinelli Foundation 
set aside the focus on generating ‘manifestos’ or ‘agendas’, based on 
the idea that “saying the right thing is enough”. It is time for people 
and institutions to get their hands dirty, learning from action, going 
after virtuous practices while being realistic about the many obsta-
cles and limitations they face, in order to really figure out a way to 
help: we all need to make sure that these radical niches become highly 
transformative while remaining deeply radical.
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For a new municipalism.  
From the pandemic crisis to  

the response of cities
Lorenzo Kihlgren Grandi1

Dutch historian and linguist Johan Huizinga is considered one of the 
most influential intellectuals of the twentieth century. He devoted 
himself to comparative philology and then to history, seeking above 
all to grasp the human condition expressed in the cultural and spiri-
tual reality of an era. As a result of his prominent role in the political 
and moral resistance to the Nazi invader, he was imprisoned for this 
in 1942 and later confined to de Steeg near Arnhem, where he died in 
February 1945. 

The 1935 book In the shadows of tomorrow became a reference read-
ing among peace and international cooperation supporters during the 
war. The volume had considerable diffusion in Italy, where it was pub-
lished in 1937 with the title La crisi della civiltà (The Crisis of Civiliza-
tion). It notably depicts a somber portrait of the state as an entity de-

1 Lorenzo Kihlgren Grandi has been dedicating himself for several years to the study 
and practice of city diplomacy. In addition to directing the City Diplomacy Lab 
at the Columbia Global Center in Paris, Lorenzo teaches this subject at Sciences 
Po and the École polytechnique. He’s author of La Diplomazia delle Città (Egea 
2021).
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void of any moral value and exclusively dedicated to the management 
of power:

History knows of almost no other movements that explain the 
actions of reciprocity or hostility in states if not as an effect of 
the morbid desire for dominance, greed, interest, and fear. All el-
ements that the theory of absolutism wanted to rubricate under 
the expression “reason of state.”

This highly critical view of national governments, however, did not 
prevent Huizinga from concluding the book with the auspices of a 
positive evolution:

Wherever even a feeble plant of actual internationality sprouts, 
raise it and water it. Pour it with the living water of your na-
tional conscience if it is pure. This plant will grow all the more 
luxuriant. International sentiment – the word in itself implies the 
preservation of nationality, but of nationalities that tolerate each 
other and do not turn differences into a reason for conflict – can 
become the model of a new ethic, in which the antagonism be-
tween collectivism and individualism will disappear. Is it perhaps 
vain to dream that one day this earth will be so good?

It may seem difficult to uphold such a hope today, for not even the 
pandemic has been able to interrupt the many ongoing international 
frictions and conflicts. However, a “model of new ethics” is indeed 
manifesting itself with increasing intensity on the international stage. 
It involves a dynamic born in Huizinga’s time: city diplomacy.

Featuring today over 200 international networks of cities and a 
myriad of twinning agreements, city diplomacy was born in the 1910s 
with the ambitious goal of strengthening the action of municipal gov-
ernments through the exchange of information and best practices, 
the creation of joint projects, and the launch of advocacy campaigns 
aimed at promoting a pragmatic and collaborative “municipal spirit” 
in international relations.
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In fact, the primary transnational challenges of our time – climate 
change, migration, extremism, increasing inequality, digital transition 
– concentrate their most significant effects in urban areas across the 
world. In Italy, as elsewhere, it is well known that municipal govern-
ments find themselves punctually at the forefront of the search for 
and application of sustainable solutions to increasingly dramatic and 
urgent crises. The pandemic has further widened the gap between the 
role that municipalities must play and the resources at their disposal. 
It is not surprising that an increasing number of cities worldwide are 
turning to international relations to identify and adopt best practices 
for coping with the health, social and economic consequences of the 
pandemic. Furthermore, the numerous existing bilateral and multilat-
eral ties allowed cities for concrete acts of solidarity since the early 
stages of the crisis, usually in the form of medical supplies donated to 
the most affected urban areas.

Nevertheless, since the benefits of international collaboration are 
certainly not the prerogative of local authorities, the reasons for this 
specificity must be sought elsewhere. Paradoxical as it may seem, it 
is first and foremost the competencies precluded from cities that have 
determined their vocation for peace and cooperation. Unlike nations, 
cities lack the tools to impose their will abroad. Sanctions, embargoes, 
and military interventions are obviously extraneous to relations be-
tween foreign cities, which will therefore depend on the willingness 
and factual opportunities for dialogue and exchange.

In countries with a democratic and decentralized system, this atti-
tude has also favored the emergence of municipal opposition to pop-
ulist foreign policy. Examples of this are the resolutions adopted in 
2003 by more than 160 cities in the United States against armed inter-
vention in Iraq and, more recently, the opposition of dozens of Italian 
mayors, including the first citizen of Palermo Leoluca Orlando, to the 
restrictive criteria for humanitarian protection imposed by the con-
troversial Salvini decree on immigration and security. Although these 
initiatives are on a purely national scale, both have received the soli-
darity and vocal political support of mayors from all over the world, 
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thus reinforcing the evidence of an actual global municipal front in-
spired by the values advocated by Huizinga.

This spirit is not yet able to reorient international dynamics. None-
theless, the campaign of cities and their networks for the so-called 
“seat at the global table” – i.e., their inclusion in regional and global 
decision-making processes – is gaining the increasingly convinced fa-
vor of several intergovernmental organizations.

It is not surprising that the institutions in charge of international 
collaboration recognize cities and other local authorities as essential 
actors for consolidating multilateralism and responding effectively to 
the major global challenges mentioned above. Hence, international 
organizations have been creating a growing number of official bod-
ies to foster the definition of a local vision on issues of regional or 
global importance. Examples are the Congress of Local and Regional 
Authorities of the Council of Europe, the Forum of Mayors promoted 
by the UN Economic Commission for Europe, and, most recently, the 
Advisory Group on Local and Regional Governments announced by 
UN Secretary-General António Guterres.

For this “chair” to be formally attributed, however, it will be indis-
pensable to have the unwavering support of the nations, on which 
ultimately any reorganization of the current international order de-
pends. Cities are now waiting for a country to champion their cause 
and put it on the global agenda. 

It is to be expected that the primary support for this process will 
come from democratic, decentralized nations with a robust municipal 
tradition, recognized as an essential engine of their political, econom-
ic, and cultural development over the centuries. It is hard to imagine a 
more suitable and symbolic candidate than Italy, whose history made it 
the country of cities par excellence. Will Italy seize this extraordinary 
opportunity and set in motion the greatest revolution in the interna-
tional order of the last centuries, thus realizing Huizinga’s dream?
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Heal the broken city by reconciling socio-ecological cleavages

Nadina Galle Phd, Industrial Ecology and Urban Ecological 
Engineering, speaks about how innovation and digital technology 
can support the recomposition of relations among citizen and 
nature. How important are the “Green cities”, how can we quantify 
the amount of green" that each of us needs? Starting from the 
recent pandemic, from Europe and the US, Galle responds by giving 
us examples. Watch now the full video.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9qXDI0zjAWs
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The Childproof Neoliberal City
Giorgio De Ambrogio1 and Pietro Savastio2

Roberto Innocenti’s marvelous illustrated book, The Girl in Red, tells 
a new version of Little Red Riding Hood’s story, this time set in a big 
contemporary urban metropolis, full of pollution and people’s wick-
ed behaviors. In the middle of the city stands a huge shopping mall. 
Toxic fumes, frenetic rhythms, antisocial attitudes are the essence of 
Little Red Riding Hood’s new life environment. Just like Italo Calvi-
no’s character Marcovaldo, in front of the fordist city of the 1960s, 
Innocenti’s illustrated book offers a cutthroat representation of the 
neoliberal city that commodifies vital spaces and trivializes the expe-
rience of cohabitation.

In order to fully comprehend the nature and functioning of the neo-
liberal city, it can be useful to start with the analyses produced in 

1 Researcher in urban policies, he works between Milan and Paris on housing poli-
cies, urban regeneration and innovation. Collaborator of Utopies and KCity studies.

2 Pietro Savastio is a researcher, teacher and activist. He writes on RadioPopolare for 
the column “Vista da qui”. He was associate researcher of the Observatory on Edu-
cational Poverty of the Feltrinelli Foundation, dealing with territorial inequalities, 
school policies and experimental pedagogies.
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the field of radical geography. By going back to the theses of a few 
Marxist geographers (in particular Harvey and Brenner), the French 
sociologist Gilles Pinson, in his text La ville néolibérale, remarks on 
some common traits, shared by main European contemporary cities: 
the ability to attract creative class and to develop an economy with a 
high added value, the desire to rebuild the city on itself, the political 
will to self-proclaim the city as a laboratory for smart and sustainable 
solutions. Considering the effective impact, social and territorial, of 
these initiatives, they have two features in common: (i) they partici-
pate in a reduction of the public city in favor of a private city and (ii) 
they seem to conceal the tie that links them to the late-capitalist eco-
nomic system, overshadowing the compatibility between these trends 
and the “right to the city” of those who live it.

Simplifying, it is possible to affirm that the “privatization” of the 
city is a process triggered by a double movement: the retrenchment 
of the State and the affirmation of ruthless interurban competition. 
The crisis of the State and the new modulation of interventions of sus-
tainment to the territories have made cities more directly dependent 
on private economic fluxes, activating a mechanism of competition 
among territories. According to Patrick Le Galès, competitive growth 
thus becomes “naturalized by public action as an inevitable tie,” with 
clear effects on the transformation of territories. The overt necessity 
to attract private investments has direct consequences on the physical 
development of the city, since the built environment has become one 
of the privileged objects of financial investments. Urban space and its 
buildings are not just the object of capital accumulation, but real as-
sets subject to speculative logic. In the main European metropolises, 
the increase in the value of real estate – together with the reduction of 
the real purchasing power of residents – has led to the widening of so-
cial inequalities and fractures between the few who benefit from these 
dynamics (because they are owners, and only sometimes residents) 
and the populations that suffer the consequences, first and foremost 
the expulsion toward the outskirts of the city and its peripheries.
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In this context, the local public action tends to present itself, as men-
tioned above, as a-political and mainly based on pragmatic choices to 
increase local competitiveness. A local administration that naturalises 
the constraint of investment attraction as “inevitable” tends to con-
struct its political action from this constraint. This is why measures 
to regulate urban rent and combat property speculation are not sys-
tematically integrated into the agenda of the major European cities, 
and where they do exist (as in the recent case of the referendum on 
expropriations in Berlin), they make a great stir.

Hence, the space for participation reserved for some subjects that 
inhabit the city is progressively reduced: elders, first and second-gen-
eration migrants and children, make up the heterogeneous demo-
graphic of those that sociologist Saul Alinsky defines “powerless” 
or “voiceless”. In some way, it is necessary to recognize that typical 
dynamics of the neo-liberal city (gentrification, socio-spatial segrega-
tion, the take-off of real estate values and the progressive departure of 
the most frail strata) depend on an asymmetry in the representation of 
interests that “make the city.” 

At a time in which urban life is the subject of wide-ranging debates 
– most recently the book L’Ultima Milano by J. Lareno and A. Ranzini 
– we have chosen to adopt the children’s perspective in the belief that 
it represents a privileged point of observation for understanding some 
of the characteristics of the contemporary city. 

Children are in fact the powerless par excellence because they are 
excluded from all the decision-making process, even though specif-
ic policies target them. Thus, examining the city through the lens of 
childhood means placing oneself in the perspective of the powerless 
in order to grasp the effects produced on the most vulnerable sectors 
of the population. This is, of course, a choice of analytical positioning 
that has strong political implications. Reading urban space from the 
perspective of the (non) educating city allows us to focus on some of 
the distortions produced by the neo-liberal city. Two main nodes ap-
pear: the first, spatial, concerns the way in which the design of public 
space takes into account the presence of children outside the places 
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specifically dedicated to them; the second, pedagogical, concerns the 
integration between educational agencies and the territory and the 
possibility of the city as an urban fabric of learning.

The writers’ conviction is that the perspective of children on the 
city is a perspective that benefits all city dwellers. In a way, we could 
say that children are ‘special indicators’: when a city is suitable for 
children, it is suitable for everyone, especially the most vulnerable.

1. A city forbidden to unaccompanied minors

When one speaks of the city and of children, a first order of problems 
is linked to the theme of children’s and young adults’ right to the city, 
particularly with respect to public spaces accessibility for the young 
ones without adult supervision. In 1978, Colin Ward published The 
Child and the City, a text that denounces the loss of the pedagogical 
function of the city, the streetwork that makes the use of the urban 
environment into an educational resource. In the England to which 
Ward is looking, children are relegated into closed off public spaces, 
designed to be play areas. To describe these places, Ward uses the 
image of the sandbox, which ensures controlled activities and reliefs 
parents from the worries associated with playing in the streets. Out-
side of the sandbox, the city is “forbidden to unaccompanied minors,” 
because it is dangerous, first and foremost for the omnipresence of 
cars. The result is the reduction of a space of autonomy of the little 
ones, which increases their suffocating dependence on their parents. 
The fear of danger deprives the child of the possibility of becoming 
a master of his environment, to socialize with the city and its risks, 
confronting oneself with other adults, external to the familiar pod. 
The experience of freedom and responsibility is forbidden to the child, 
despite it being the incidental education that makes a citizen out of the 
child. The street, previously seen as a place to take a break from home 
and school and for socializing, is today identified as a place of risk and 
danger.
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It appears evident that, in order for the street to be a place for learn-
ing, it is necessary to reduce the risks to which those who use it are 
exposed: the numerous dangers of the city (cars above all) and their 
incompatibility with the fundamental needs of childhood have been 
an object of reflection ever since the 1950s (Cobb, Jacobs, Goodman). 
Today, we still struggle to accept the idea of a city as an “immediate” 
educational space, outside of fenced areas. Nevertheless, we observe 
politics and interventions that make risk reduction a key factor to 
make the city’s public space accessible to the young ones. It is the 
case, for instance, of tactical environmental transformations and of 
placemaking that intend to subtract space to cars giving back to chil-
dren a urban environment that is less hostile. The most emblematic 
case is that of the city of Barcelona, Spain, which defined a strategy to 
shift from a city with play areas to a playable city, through 63 actions 
to realize by 2030, among which spatial interventions to guarantee 
the safety of security in the use of space both for social initiatives and 
cooperation with children.

Moving beyond the gated play area, children go from being the ben-
eficiaries of a planning policy, to being citizens that share the city with 
its user par excellence, the adult person, thus becoming active subjects 
that express needs and have a right to citizenship. Interventions of in-
clusion of children in projects of active citizenship move in this sense, 
such as “La città delle bambine e dei bambini” promoted by ANCI Lom-
bardia under the supervision of Francesco Tonucci, and which makes 
children’s participation a necessity to govern a city correctly and give 
back to it autonomy of movement, through the institution of a Chil-
dren’s Council and interventions of participated planning.

2. The school-centric model

A second order of problems within the educating city concerns the 
specific conformation of schools as an architectural artifact. The school 
building, as it is known, is the primary space for children’s experienc-
es in the city, where the most significant hours of extra-familiar time 
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are spent. The metaphor of space as a “third teacher,” used by Loris 
Malaguzzi, well connotes the important role that the environment can 
take on in the school system. Yet, there is a lot of distance between ped-
agogical theory and reality in schools. Indeed, mass scholarization has 
endowed us with static classrooms with frontal settings, suitable for a 
didactic model in which the disparity between learner and teacher is 
emphasized. The result is a spatial organization, internal to the school, 
identifiable as “school-barracks” geared toward hierarchical relation-
ships based on ideologies of order, control, surveillance, discipline, 
and competition. Today, this organizational model is luckily in crisis. 
Yet, there are no clear results on the existent architectural innovation 
that go beyond the obsolete model, inaugurating a season of renewal 
in the name of diversified learning spaces. The challenge appears to be 
that of transforming a school environment built for teaching into one 
centered around learning.

The discourse of “the learning environment,” which is a key concept 
to understand the complex theme of growth processes, can be further 
extended to the urban space in general. This isn’t a novel concept: 
the theme of the relationship between school architecture and the 
city has been dealt with in Italy since the 1950s, both by Michelucci 
(1949), and by Rogers and De Carlo (1947, 1972), who formulated the 
pedagogical problem not only in terms of composition of the school 
building, but mostly in terms of its relationship with the surrounding 
territory. Since the years of the “economic boom,” the Italian school 
appears as a closed institution, the classroom as a place for simulation 
of real experiences that could take place outside of its walls. Today, 
there is still a strong tendency to circumscribe the experience of chil-
dren to the school environment, with the presumption that this can be 
self-sufficient. Thus, school communities end up isolating themselves: 
there are few excursions and the involvement of third parties is rare. 
Nevertheless, the continuity between school and territory is a neces-
sary starting point to go beyond school architecture and to make the 
socialization of the city a fundamental educational experience. Hence, 
if schools stay curled up on themselves, the virtuous hybridation that 
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can arise from the encounter with the outside space, with the “neigh-
borhood ecosystem” gets lost. 

Starting with Francesco Bartolomeis’s proposals in the 1980s, cap-
tured in the famous Scuola e territorio – verso un sistema formativo al-
largato, the territory is conceived as a vital system for the collectivity, 
whose center is the school environment. In Bartolomeis’s vision, an 
improved educational experience entails “systematic” outings in the 
urban space, to encounter real problems, to enter in relationship with 
people that bear competences that are different from those that teach-
ers have, to conduct activities that would not find adequate stimuli 
and tools within the school environment. Thus, what is taking shape 
is the necessity to expand educational spaces beyond the school, and 
the return to conceiving the city as an urban fabric of experience. 
This wider conception of the so-called “learning environment” entails 
not only the classroom, but different environments with various and 
heterogeneous functions. Thus, streets, public squares, museums, the-
atres, ateleries, libraries, sport centers, archives, study rooms, audito-
riums, public parks, playgrounds, community centers, can be learning 
environments within a wide spectrum of possibilities of exploration 
and research experience. 

Going to the extremes of this problem, Libertarian thinkers (Good-
man 1964 and Ward 1973 in particular), spoke of a real “explosion” of 
the school in a perspective of total integration with the territory and 
its communities. Pragmatically, one of the hinges of this perspective 
is the programmed tie between schools and external realities. Along 
these lines, in the past years we have witnessed some of the best ex-
perimentations in the Italian landscape which intended to give a prac-
tical actuation to theoretical prescriptions. It’s the case, for instance, 
of the “outdoor school” conceived as such by Paolo Montana and re-
alized by Fondazione Foqus and the school “Dalla parte dei bambini.” 
The inspiring idea is precisely that of a diffusion of school activities 
in the urban fabric, exploring an artisanal workshop just as much as a 
community center, to the end of finding new real problems and practi-
cal experiences as a hotbed for learning. Similarly, the Maestri di Stra-
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da have worked on the concept of the city as a learning environment, 
identifying in itinerant didactic a “curricular subject” to build compe-
tences as citizens, as well as professional and cognitive ones. 

Beyond the open activities in the built environment of the city, 
school integration in the territory depends on the ability to activate 
networks with different players. In Italy there is a long theoretical and 
practical tradition in this sense. If in an initial phase educational alli-
ances were the product of the autonomous convergence of individual 
realities or they were born under the impetus of private social funders, 
as of June 2020 such alliances have been integrated and recognised by 
the Ministry of Education in the Educational Community Pacts. This 
tool is offering a new way of implementing integrated educational 
projects, bringing together various actors. The success of this tool is 
linked to the financial resources available for this purpose, and only 
in the future it will be possible to make a precise assessment of the 
effects of a measure that, in its intentions, seems to be moving in the 
right direction. 

Conclusions

The transformation processes of large cities, brought about by the 
pressure of the real estate market and the growing role of external 
capital flows, participate in dynamics of expulsion from the city of the 
most fragile populations. In a local government context that struggles 
to implement measures to counter real estate speculation, where the 
creation of value intensifies by putting more space into income, there 
is a major issue concerning the accessibility and liveability of urban 
space outside the imperative of consumption.

These dynamics describe some of the characteristics of what 
neo-Marxist geography calls the neo-liberal cities, emphasising how 
they participate in the emergence of an urban space that is increas-
ingly functionalized, enclosed and accessible to privileged categories 
of users. Quoting Paul Goodman, Colin Ward argues that it is “impos-
sible not to notice that the commercially-oriented urbanisation of our 
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cities is aimed at only one category of people: the adult worker” (rich, 
male and white, one might add). The loser of such transformations 
is, first and foremost, an inclusive and free urban planning that has 
children as its first touchstones – ideal users to test the quality of the 
urban experience, i.e. its pleasantness, usability, accessibility.

Integrating the constraints of the market, city government operates 
a selection between desirable populations and practices, thinning the 
presence of public spaces where unconventional uses are accepted. 
On the one hand, the city loses its nature as a place of immediate 
experience, a perimeter of free use in which life, encounters, the “un-
planned” can take place without functional mediations. On the other 
hand, precisely because of a lack of recognition of the city’s peda-
gogical role, the use of space is rarely directed at experiences of play, 
discovery, research and learning. The disappearance of a free use of 
the city is suffered first and foremost by children, who are constantly 
fenced in and moved from one enclosed place to another. At this rate, 
the city, with its risks and its commodification, is becoming increas-
ingly inhospitable to the point of almost completely losing its educa-
tional character.

Today, the sight of children walking around independently is an ab-
solute rarity: they are a ‘protected species’, which has no real right to 
the city and therefore disappears from the streets. The question arises, 
however, as to whether it is the children who suffer most, or whether 
it is we, the adults, who lose contact with a vital force, another view 
of our lives. Giving children back their freedom of movement would 
help to repopulate our cities with a creative force capable of recog-
nising space as a place for non-commercial experience, a platform for 
encounters and the perimeter of free life in society. Such a city would 
certainly benefit the children, but it would also be an advantage for 
everyone and an overall step forward in the fight against the commod-
ification of urban space. To return the places where we live to their 
primary function: to make life more comfortable and less hard, more 
joyful and communal. 
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Social infrastructures for the city to come

In order to enstablish connection with each other in physical spaces we 
need an architecture to support that. What is the role of the social 
infrastructures in the post-covid cities in order to achieve happier, fairer 
and more resilient habitat? The post-pandemic city asks us how to live 
together again. Erik Klinberg (New York University) speaks 
about “Social infrastructures for the city to come”.  On the other 
hand, Gabriele Pasqui (Politecnico di Milano) focuses on the 
situation in Italy. Watch now the full videos from Feltrinelli Camp day 2.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vppuDe87HSo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ataSVivSMHI
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What measures can be taken to 
guarantee the right to housing for all?  

Which case studies, models and  
practices should we consider? 

Emanuele Belotti, Università IUAV Venezia

The global eruption of the mortgage market crisis in 2007 (Gotham, 
2009) has revealed the centrality acquired by housing in the current 
finance-led regime of accumulation (Aalbers & Christophers, 2014), 
exposing the dramatic social consequences of inherent processes of 
housing commodification and financialisation (Madden & Marcuse, 
2016). The urban housing crises that unfolded in the aftermath of the 
2007 financial crisis led to a surge of evictions and homelessness (Des-
mond, 2016), which has extended globally and up to the present as a 
‘silent social tsunami’ (Soederberg, 2018). The housing crisis in Europe 
gave rise during the 2010s to a wave of housing rights movements that 
took action against housing deprivation (see for instance the Spanish 
case: Garcia-Lamarca, 2017)., Yet,but this did not inspire any paradigm 
shift at the European level. Scholars have rather emphasised how 
rental housing has become an emerging frontier for finance within 
and beyond the financial crisis (Fields, 2017), unveiling the increasing 
prominence of corporate landlordism in Europe (Beswick, Alexandri, 
Byrne, Vives-Miró, Fields, Hodkinson & Janoschka, 2016). The state 
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enabled and boosted equity investments in domestic rental-housing 
sectors through de-regulation (Fields & Uffer, 2016), large-scale sales 
of subsidized housing (i.e., in Germany; Wijburg, Aalbers & Heeg, 
2018), or promoting vehicles that absorbed distressed property assets 
from the banks and resold them to global corporate landlords (i.e., 
in Ireland; Waldron, 2018). In contrast, inadequate efforts have been 
made to improve housing affordability, while the long-term effects of 
the covid-19 pandemic are expected to dramatically exacerbate the 
impacts of rental housing financialisation (i.e., rent increase, eviction, 
and displacement).

Italy is no exception to these dynamics. Since the end of the WWII, 
the national government has fostered the mass access to owner-oc-
cupation, whereas direct and indirect incentives (i.e., tax advantages, 
‘agreed housing’ schemes, gradual divestiture of public social-rented 
housing, and regularisation of unauthorised housing self-production 
via building amnesties) gave rise to a homeownership-dominated hous-
ing system (Allen, Barlow, Leal, Maloutas, Padovani, 2004). In 1992, 
the liberalisation of the mortgage market furtherly sped up growth 
in homeownership, aggravating the residualism of the rental-housing 
sector. The abolition of rent control simultaneously triggered an in-
crease in rental cost, which, in two decades, grew 105% in cities (Cit-
talia 2010). Moreover, funding freezes for public housing production 
and the sale of about 22% of public dwellings (Federcasa, 2015) led to 
a decline in the already marginal public social-rented housing supply, 
which currently amount to about 4% of the overall residential stock 
(against an European average of 13%; Braga & Palvarini, 2013). The 
combined effect of lower mortgage interest rates, increasing rent pric-
es and lack of social-rented housing thus ended up emphasising the 
nature of market rental housing as a forced solution for low-income 
households who are not able to access mortgage credit. Not by chance, 
the distribution of tenure by equivalent income quintile indicates that 
the highest share of households in rental housing were found in the 
poorest quintiles (ISTAT, 2017). Against this backdrop, the eruption of 
the financial crisis unsurprisingly led to a dramatic increase in evic-
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tions, where the number of annual possession orders grew from 40.000 
in 2002, to over 77.000 in 2014, and has never dropped below the levels 
of the early 2000s (Ministero dell’Interno, 2020).

Lacking in the lack of dedicated state funding, public social-rented 
housing production in Italy has stagnated over the last two decades. 
The sale of portions of stock by the regional public housing compa-
nies has simultaneously kept reducing social-rented housing supply, 
despite an increasing demand for de-commodified rents estimated at 
about two million people in the mid-2010s (Federcasa, 2015). The re-
gionally uneven proliferation of quasi-market social-rented housing 
solutions has proved unsuccessful in both in meeting the expected 
demand from low-middle-income households (i.e., the ‘grey belt’) and 
in offering an affordable alternative for low-income households (see 
for instance the case of Lombardy; Belotti, 2017). The marketization 
of social-rented housing de facto created viable conditions for the 
financialisation of the rental-housing sector, leading to the prolifer-
ation of dedicated real estate investment funds benefiting from the 
co-financing support of Cassa Depositi e Prestiti and the Sstate (Be-
lotti & Arbaci, 2021). However, although contributing generally to in-
creasinge affordable rental-housing production, this finance-led pro-
vision of quasi-market rental housing does not offer an answer to the 
housing needs of those hardest hit by the housing crisis and further 
impoverished by the social effects of the covid-19 pandemic. In other 
words, a renewed public commitment to boost de-commodified social 
rented-housing production and to ensure the regulated and affordable 
development of urban rental-housing sectors for all remains an ines-
capable starting point for an agenda to repair our broken cities. 

Social-rented housing policy cannot provide an all-inclusive solu-
tion to social inequality. The fact that 27.1% of the Italian population 
living in metropolitan areas is at risk of poverty or social exclusion 
suggests that the multifaceted nature of deprivation transcends the 
rental housing issue. Nonetheless, de-commodified rental housing can 
play a central role within integrated strategies to reduce social in-
equality and boost social mobility. It can be much more than just an 
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answer to deprivation. It can be, for instance, the linchpin of individual 
strategies of young people wishing to emancipate themselves, mobile 
populations searching for better jobs and opportunities, and wom-
en (and lone mothers) who struggle to escape abusive relationships. 
When de-commodified rental housing is a dominant (rather than a 
residual) component of social-mix and social-tenure policies within 
single-family-dwelling estates that prioritise forms of (non-invasive) 
co-housing, it can also become a comfortable solution for disabled and 
aged people and their caregivers, with an innovative view to circular 
welfare.

So, where do we start to repair our broken rental-housing sector? 
The indication that emerges from the discussion of the Working Group 
‘Social Housing and New Forms of Living’ is that housing rights 
movements, tenant unions and the non-profit sector could be those 
with the right answer to this question. Given the unaffordability of the 
rental-housing sector, the housing crisis that erupted in Italy during 
the 2010s led to a surge of unauthorised occupations of empty build-
ings, public dwellings and abandoned factories (Belotti & Annunziata, 
2016). Tens of thousands of people in major cities became squatters by 
necessity. Against this backdrop, the Italian housing rights movements 
have had a crucial role in organising protests and anti-eviction cam-
paigns, providing legal support and self-managed welfare facilities for 
squatters, and leading dozens of housing squats. Above all, the hous-
ing rights movements have developed innovative forms of collective 
re-use of vacant buildings. They have provided not only an immediate 
solution to the urban housing crisis but also bottom-up experiments to 
re-think social-rented housing policy (Grazioli, 2021), while question-
ing the massive divestiture of public property assets and the predatory 
rationale underlying the disuse of portions of privatised urban fabric.

Hence, who knows – better than the housing rights movements – 
knows the housing crisis and the way to solve it? The open question is 
how unauthorised cities that have become home for thousands of peo-
ple within our broken cities can be part of the adjusted cities to come. 
How can housing rights movements, tenant unions and the non-profit 
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sector inspire the new bottom-up de-commodified rental-housing pol-
icies of the just city? There are no pre-packaged recipes to resolve this 
dilemma. WeI just have just a handful of tips: get your hands dirty, be 
radical, and dare to invent the future.
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Aims:
The working group explored radical hypotheses of intervention that 

would trigger modifications in the highly unequal and path-depen-
dent Italian housing system and its unjust implications for (especially) 
urban citizens with low incomes and special needs. 

Proposal: Re-Public Housing 

The working group considers a priority to increase the supply of 
social housing at sustainable rents (and therefore non-market rents) 
to supplement the residual and seriously inadequate contribution of 
public housing already in existence for the lower income bracket of 
the population. The proposal is to increase this supply (while pre-
venting soil consumption) through the reuse of the existing abando-
ned heritage. In order for the proposal formulated to be effectively 
applied, structural interventions aimed at returning to forms of rent 
regulation and linear financing of public social housing are indispen-
sable conditions. 
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The working group has developed a proposal that foresees bot-
tom-up initiatives (entrusted to social movements, informal groups of 
inhabitants, tenants’ unions, the non-profit sector, cooperatives) for 
the identification of unused state-owned properties. The properties 
are transferred, free of charge, to local governments to be allocated to 
social housing through co-design, self-recovery, and cooperative man-
agement processes. The project envisages innovative forms of social 
housing, based on a social mix: two-thirds at social rents via a ranking 
system, and one-third for mixed populations of young people (inter-
ested in forms of collective housing), the elderly and disabled, with 
a controlled rent in order to encourage virtuous forms of mutuality. 
Ownership is transferred from the state property to the local govern-
ment in a non-interest-bearing capacity, then granted for one third 
in usufruct for 99 years to the ad hoc residents’ cooperative, which 
recovers the disused structure by accessing forms of subsidised credit 
guaranteed via Recovery Plan or access of EU funding programs (e.g., 
Renovation Wave, Affordable Housing Initiative) and then via CDP. 

The measure also includes a variant aimed at private property, via 
the introduction of an ad hoc legislative measure, which prevents 
owners of large buildings (over 5,000 square metres) or areas that have 
been in disuse for more than 10 years, and with no demonstrable and 
impending project, from requesting the eviction of the property if it 
is informally occupied by housing movements, informal actors, or the 
non-profit sector. After 20 years of informal occupation, if the owner 
does not arrange for the recovery of the building by means of a defi-
nite and impending project, the occupants can take possession of it 
by usucapion if they are constituted as a cooperative of inhabitants, 
unless the owner stipulates a free-lease agreement for at least 50 years 
with the same cooperative. In both cases, the mechanism paves the 
way for a regularisation process like the one envisaged in the case of 
reuse of state-owned property above.

WG report:
The participants ranged from academics to activists and profes-

sionals in housing matters. The round of presentations by the twelve 
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participants provided a wide range of experiences. Among those, nu-
merous examples of collective housing solutions ranging from new 
kinds of cooperatives and cohousing (e.g., La Borda in Barcelona, Ur-
ban Kibbutz in Israel, Coop Housing in Berlin) to the sharing of col-
lective goods not directly related to housing (e.g. urban gardens in 
Barcellona Pozzo di Gotto, Sicily; collective take up of a production 
company in the suburbs of Milan; community management of a park 
and cascina in the periphery of Rome). Other experiences referred to 
the role of the State (in its different levels) in the housing system: from 
inclusionary zoning (as the subsidized housing category in Vienna) 
to public intermediation on the housing market (such as guaranteed 
intermediation mechanism for third country nationals in Bologna) or 
the direct engagement with public housing or public ownership (such 
as the call for expropriation of big corporate landlords in Berlin). The 
main weaknesses of these cases regard their suitability for a variety of 
households and housing needs, their costs (politically or economically) 
and possible adverse effects, or the conditions for realizing collective 
ownership and projects. In the discussions that followed each experi-
ence, some main themes emerged: affordability, decommodification, 
collective schemes. Afterwards, the group discussion developed these 
themes into four different intermediate proposals which eachrelated 
differently to these macro-themes and coherently addressed the call 
by Fondazione Giangiacomo Feltrinelli to focus on rental and on the 
reuse of existing built stock:

• One group proposed to shift from private to collective owner-
ship: it means pooling private/individual properties into col-
lective/shared trusts and by this decommodifying housing but 
still leaving a share to the former owners. This would entail 
no expropriation of property, but rather capturing the future 
land value and improving affordability. Legally, this is feasi-
ble through the Italian law on “proprietà indivisa.” The shift 
would take place on a voluntary basis, but it would be fostered 
through policy mechanisms such as: subsidies (e.g. diverting 
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so called “superbonus 110%” fundings) and tax incentives (e.g. 
lowering property for collective ownership). This could also 
help improve the spatial organization, fostering a more effi-
cient use of space, energy, etc.

• The second proposal aimed at increasing the stock of afford-
able rental housing, targeting both the very poor segment in 
the waiting list for public homes and people in the “grey belt” 
(those not declared poor, but hardly affording private rents 
because of their socio-economic conditions). The proposal 
advanced a holistic approach, focusing both on public stock 
and private rental market. For the former it encompasses: the 
re-use of vacant public buildings as public homes to welcome 
those waiting in the official list; refurbished thanks to public 
investment; involvement of unemployed people in infrastruc-
tural jobs through mutual exchange and timebanks and forms 
of alternative currency. For the latter, it involves: a tax for pri-
vate owners who do not make any use of their building for a 
certain amount of time to dis-incentivize vacancy and increase 
the stock of housing; regulation for short-term rentals (follow-
ing the Barcelona model), including a direct tax to Airbnb (for-
bidding the transfer of the cost onto owners and therefore onto 
tourists); tax people who put their second home in Airbnb.

• The third group proposed a law against vacant buildings to re-
use both public and private heritage. After 5 years the property 
becomes a social heritage for public use. The proposal also sup-
ported models of shared housing that stimulate social cohesion.

• The fourth group suggested an updated form of social housing 
(with green spaces, social common spaces and private hous-
ing units) by reusing abandoned buildings like old military 
barracks, ceased buildings or state-owned vacant buildings fi-
nanced through social (private) sourcing of funds sponsored by 
the government or through incentives by NGOs (as done in the 
project of DAR=CASA).
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Therefore, the proposals encompassed the reuse of vacant private and 
public properties for a social scope, combined with tax schemes and 
land-rent value capture, and various attempts to restructure the current 
ownership structure. The participants engaged in a discussion that, start-
ing from these themes, tried to develop an overall intervention model. 
All agreed that one of the major boundary objects for kickstarting a so-
cial housing policy in a country like Italy is represented by vacant built 
stock, either public or private. There is much evidence of the presence 
of a huge stock of unused and vacant public properties (e.g., barracks, 
public housing dwellings, etc.), as well as private properties. After an 
intense discussion, the group decided to prioritize the reuse of vacant 
public properties for social purposes, including the provision of pub-
lic and affordable housing. However, the domain of “public property” 
is a broad one: the impact of austerity measures in public policies has 
triggered a massive privatization process, in which a big part of public 
properties has been transferred to state-invested (that is, formally pri-
vate) vehicles with the aim of selling it. Therefore, the group has decided 
to focus on vacant properties which are still owned by the Agenzia del 
Demanio, recognized as a central actor at the national level. According 
to existing legislation, these properties could be transferred for free to 
local governments, the core actor at the local level, which could turn 
part of it to public housing and part to free long-term lease and forms 
of collective ownership (e.g., cooperatives). Collective ownership would 
rent within a regulated scheme of social purpose (with affordable rents). 
In the kickstarting of such initiatives, bottom-up processes would be 
preferred, and social movements, tenants’ union and non-profit housing 
actors (e.g., housing cooperatives) would be assigned a protagonist role 
in individuating the properties and proposing a project. Afterwards, the 
intervention proposal was enlarged to private unused property, by in-
creasing forms of regulation. A possible slogan/title for the proposal 
could be “re-public housing,” stressing both the role of the state/admin-
istration in steering the process, the focus on reuse and the belief that 
proper affordable and adequate housing constitute a necessary public 
good to heal contemporary broken cities.
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Appendix 
Participants and Cases

• Belotti Emanuele, IUAV (President of the table)
• Bassanelli Michela, Polimi

Case 1: Co-Residence: “Habiter en Grand” Link: http://b-o-a-r-d.
nl/?p=1751; Case 2: Coop Housing at River Spreefeld, Carpane-
to Architekten + Fatkoehl Architekten + BARarchitekten Link: 
https://fatkoehl.com/en/housingmixed-use/spreefeld-berlin/

• Wolfgring Constanze, Polimi
Case 2: Zoning category “subsidized housing” in Vienna. Link: 
https://www.wien.gv.at/stadtentwicklung/flaechenwidmung/
pdf/widmung-grundlagen.pdf

• Peverini Marco, Polimi (Rapporteur)
Case: Referendum for the expropriation of corporate landlords. 
Link: https://www.dwenteignen.de/ 

• Corvasce Alessandro, Unicatt
• Pasqualetti Daniele, Social Office of the Italian Geographic So-

ciety.
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Case: Casale Alba 2 e Forum per la tutela del parco di Aguzza-
no. Link: https://www.ageiweb.it/geotema/62_pasqualetti/ 

• Eva Fabrizio, University Cà Foscari Venice, Treviso campus 
(2001-2021)
Case: RiMaflow autogestita a Trezzano sul Naviglio. Link: 
https://rimaflow.it/ 

• Direktor Amnon, Université Libre de Bruxelles
Case: The Urban Kibbutz – A new form of living in a communi-
ty-urban framework. Link: https://www.csmonitor.com/World/
Middle-East/2019/0802/Kibbutz-in-the-city-The-healing-mis-
sion-of-Israel-s-new-communes

• Aiezzo Gelsomina, Architect.
Case 1: Quintiliano District- Lombardini22. Link: http://www.
l22.it/progetti/quintiliano-district. 
Case 2: Barcellona Pozzo di Gotto Urban Gardens. Link: https://
www.98zero.com/1431630-orti-urbani-a-barcellona-poz-
zo-di-gotto-la-proposta-della-consigliera-antonella-lepro

• Albertoni Francesco
• Camilli Francesco, Umeå University

Case: La Borda, Barcelona. Link: http://www.laborda.coop/en/ 
• Mishio Rose Ann, Polimi

Case: carehaus, Baltimore- new forms of living bringing to the 
forefront inclusivity, privacy of family life and shared social 
spaces. Link: https://www.carehaus.net 

• Fulgini Davide, MM Spa
• Cecilia Colombo, Kilowatt (Bologna)

Case: NAUSICAA – a guarantee system for housing inclusion 
of Third Country Nationals in Bologna



Group 2: Territorial cohesion, 
governance and cooperation  

among territories1

1 The working group “Territorial cohesion, governance and cooperation among ter-
ritories” has been organized in the framework of the project “Agenda Partecipata 
dei Territori” of Fondazione Giangiacomo Feltrinelli, funded by DG Regio. For more 
information visit: https://fondazionefeltrinelli.it/agenda-partecipata-dei-territori/

https://fondazionefeltrinelli.it/agenda-partecipata-dei-territori/
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How can urban development  
be promoted with reference  

to territorial cohesion? 
Niccolò Donati, Fondazione G. Feltrinelli

While in the pre-modern era the existence of different gradients of 
development between core and peripheral territories was (mostly) 
accepted as a given, modernity has changed our perspective on ter-
ritories: their economic participation in the national development is 
something required of them. Modern economic development, steadi-
ly advancing through the single rail of ‘rational capitalism,’ cannot 
stand the ‘underdeveloped potential’ of backward territories, as they 
become more and more akin to ancient cathedrals uncannily standing 
in an urbanized industrial landscape. 

Regional policies have tried to reduce the gaps in development 
gradients, starting with the New Deal’s Tennessee Valley Authority, 
which fostered local development in backward US territories by in-
vesting in infrastructures. The policy rationale of such interventions 
shaped regional policies throughout the Western world during the 
post-war period and has been formalized in the ‘growth poles’ ap-
proach since the mid-sixties. As the theory goes, what is required to 
create industrial development is for the central government to create 
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new industrial complexes which can stimulate the local economy and 
overall development. 

During the eighties, national and European policymakers came to 
evaluate 20 years of growth poles, establishing the failure of the poli-
cy. The recently installed industrial complexes were not able to stim-
ulate the creation of wider areas which could support self-sustained 
industrial development. As such, industrial growth poles such as ILVA 
were likened, in Italy, to ‘cathedrals in the desert’. In the meanwhile, 
regional problems emerged not just in the rural and remote areas of 
the West, but in the so-called ‘regions of industrial decline’, due to 
globalization. In the EU the increase in trade liberalization was due to 
the Common and the Single Market.

The joint effect of these phenomena brought about increased ter-
ritorial divergence in many Western European states, starting in the 
late 70s. The case of Southern Italy is particularly telling: while in the 
post-war period its economic growth was exceeding the growth of 
Northern Italy, starting from the late seventies it started to diverge.

When analyzing why the growth poles strategy failed, many at-
tacked its ‘top-down’ approach: economic development was created 
and financed by the national government, while territories had little 
saying in choosing their development strategy. Starting from these 
critiques, an alternative ‘bottom-up’ approach was created with the 
‘endogenous development’ strategy which came to inform the 1988 
newly created European ‘cohesion policy’. The central authority, be 
it a national government or the European Commission, would select 
and finance local development projects created by local institutions 
or civil society organizations. Local institutions were in fact consid-
ered to have better knowledge of the local economy, its strengths and 
weaknesses; hence, they would be better policy makers than the cen-
tral governments when it came to regional policies. What gave an 
overall consistency to this approach was what governed the relations 
between territories: within the EU Single Market, each region was 
called to compete with other regions. Gone had the old protectionist 
policies: without being competitive, these regions would not stand in 
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the Single Market. Hence, they had strong stakes in choosing the best 
strategy for themselves.

Evaluations on the EU Cohesion policy and contemporary regional 
policies, in general, are still debating the effectiveness of such an ap-
proach. During the last 40 years, however, regional policies were not 
able to close the gap between developed and less developed territories. 
Especially after the 2008 financial crisis, the underdeveloped territo-
ries and the rural areas emerged as ‘losers of globalization’ and made 
their voice heard bysupporting populist political leaders and parties. 
At the same time, some of the assumptions of ‘endogenous develop-
ment’ have been challenged. In particular, what has emerged from the 
SNAI debate in Italy, and in similar discussions in other EU countries, 
is that the territories may be unable to achieve optimal development 
strategies by themselves. On the one hand, they often lack the admin-
istrative capacity to put in place complex development strategies; in 
terms of economies of scale, on their own, they cannot grant the same 
services that large cities are able to grant. Hence, to think of them 
as distinct single units competing for the same market niche can be 
counterproductive. On the other hand, the dichotomy centre-periph-
ery looks at territorial interests as irredeemably adversarial, as in a 
zero-sum game. On the contrary, in order to work, many development 
strategies require collaboration among territories : be it to share or 
pool resources to create administrative capacity, or to create inter-ter-
ritorial arenas to coordinate with other regions or actors that are rel-
evant in determining a regional development strategy. As such, gov-
ernments have started to experiment with models of governance that 
intend to stimulate cooperation, rather than competition, among the 
territories. The ‘accordi quadro’ in Italy, the ‘state-metropolis’ pacts in 
France, are all showing an emergent trend that aims at identifying a 
better governance area to create local development strategies. 

While the change of scale in the territorial governance can surely 
deliver more effective development policies, it also risks reproducing 
the same ‘post-functionalist’ dilemma that is present in the EU gov-
ernance. While some policies are more effective when implemented 
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on a continental scale, there is a democratic deficit: decisions are tak-
en within arenas that are often opaque and that do not have a direct 
democratic mandate. As such, any governance structure for territorial 
development could get the same type of negative critiques that the EU 
is currently attracting. When considering the heightened necessity, in 
the Climate Change framework, to strengthen the institutional clout 
as well as to attract wider consensus, this ‘democratic deficit’ could 
work in the opposite direction, by prompting NIMBY phenomena that 
could slow down or hinder local development projects. 

In the next few years, we will need local development strategies that 
are not just bottom-up, but collaborative as well. Fostering collabora-
tion among different territories through new models of governance 
can improve the effectiveness of such strategies and finally make a 
dent in the economic divergence that characterizes centre-periphery 
within accelerated globalization. The capacity to attract consensus 
will be integral to the policy effectiveness as well as identifying the 
optimal governance of such strategies. Can the new territorial policies 
be, not just effective, but democratic as well? This, in our evaluation, 
will be the main question in recomposing the still existing centre-pe-
riphery divisions.
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Working Group «Territorial cohesion, governance and cooperation 
among territories» had two moments of research spilled into the two 
days of Broken Cities Camp. On Friday, the team worked on the anal-
ysis of territorial cohesion issues through a list of case-studies, achiev-
ing the realization of a conceptual framework which had been funda-
mental for the definition of the final proposal elaborated on Saturday. 

This Working Group started its analysis based on the identification 
of the main aspects for creating a model of cohesion intervention. Af-
ter a discussion among all the participants we highlighted as crucial 
aspects to address in the model: bottom-up approach, private-public 
partnership, vertical vs horizontal approach, co-development of pol-
icies, competition vs collaboration among territories, mutual agree-
ments, integrated approach (not dividing policies in terms of sectors), 
eligibility criteria, tools, lack of representation, accountability.

After this first brainstorming activity, President of the table Niccolò 
Donati presented the Agenda Partecipata dei Territori project (Cohe-
sion Policies in the Lombardy Region), and the results of a European 

https://fondazionefeltrinelli.it/agenda-partecipata-dei-territori/
https://fondazionefeltrinelli.it/agenda-partecipata-dei-territori/
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Commission funded survey conducted by Fondazione Giangiacomo 
Feltrinelli focusing on territorial cohesion. The starting point of this 
survey was about being aware that relaunching policies for Inner Ar-
eas means keeping together rural and urban dimensions in every phase 
of the policy cycle, starting with the decision-making. In other words, 
Inner Areas will grow again if they will be connected to real virtuous 
circles of development that do not conceptualize territories as isolated 
units competing among themselves, but as entities that cooperates to 
achieve common objectives that can benefit each of them. The objec-
tives of this survey are: verifying the general knowledge of citizens 
about cohesion projects, the perception of local problems, identifying 
strategic preferences related to concrete policy measures. 

Subsequently, Gabriele Pasqui presented a cooperation project 
designed by Politecnico di Milano and Lombardy Region for the EU 
structural funds 2021-2027 with the idea of distributing resources to 
support several actions aimed at assisting fragile citizens. Through an 
interaction with all the Municipalities involved, the research group 
focused its target on the territorialization of services trying to give a 
cohesion sense of this assignation of resources in order to reinforce 
multi-level and multi-actor structures. After a public selection, a group 
of Municipalities started the process of definition of their strategies 
considering the involvement of local actors and programs for the proj-
ect implementation, according with the combinate use of material and 
unmaterial interventions. 

Later, Alberto Bortolotti presented AttivAree Valli Resilienti project, 
a multi-level and multi-actor strategy in Trompia Valley and Sabbia 
Valley (Brescia Province), areas previously strongly urbanized and in-
dustrialized because of the leading manufacturing sector of Northern 
Italy in 1960s. Valli Resilienti involves a total amount of 25 Municipal-
ities belonging to peripheral territories; a project focused on attract-
ing human and economic resources and knowledge in order to tackle 
rural and social fragmentation phenomena. The vision of this project 
is about creating a renewed local identity for the two valleys which is 

https://www.ue.regione.lombardia.it/wps/portal/PROUE/ue-politica-coesione-2021-2027
https://www.ue.regione.lombardia.it/wps/portal/PROUE/ue-politica-coesione-2021-2027
http://attivaree.fondazionecariplo.it/static/upload/att/attivaree_valli_resilienti.pdf
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able to set an active and participated community in order to generate 
a new bridge with the city of Brescia and Garda Lake area. 

Parallel to this three case-studies, each member of the working 
group briefly presented his/her own case-study.

During the second day, the Working Group debated about the effec-
tiveness of public-based strategies such as Memorandum of Interests 
among cities or provinces, Regional Pacts or “Accordi di Programma 
Quadro” (included in SNAI – National Strategy Inner Areas in Italy), 
highlighted a lack of administrative capacities in order be able to solve 
development problems and relaunching fragile territories. In particu-
lar, the fragmentation of competences among several departments in 
the same administrative structure which is leader of a strategy does 
not allow a proper involvement of local and regional actors. So, the 
Working Group suggested to experiment new models of governance 
for stimulating coordination through the implementation of existent 
tools such as “Accordi di Programma Quadro” and, in order to empow-
er this kind of instruments of governance, an important note will be 
about the creation of a renovate cooperative scenario between central 
and inner areas. So, the achievement of a common ground of interest 
among great cities, middle and small cities, fragile areas and periph-
eries will be determinant for setting a new territorial agenda designed 
trough a more collaborative approach. 

Based on these considerations, Working Group’s proposal is about 
the implementation of trans-scalar cohesion instruments which would 
be to integrate and empowering local skills together with knowledge 
and economic resources delivered from national or regional entities. 
So, in the next few years, we will need local development strategies 
that are not just bottom-up or top-down, but more collaborative and 
integrated as well. Fostering collaboration among different territories 
through new models of governance can improve the effectiveness of 
such strategies and finally make a dent in the economic divergence 
that characterizes center-periphery within accelerated globalization. 
The capacity to attract consensus will be integral to the policy effec-
tiveness as well as identifying the optimal governance of such strate-
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gies for defining an administrative approach which is able to combine 
skills and democratic participation. 

Why is it important

The last 40 years of cohesion policies did not manage to reduce territo-
rial inequalities; in this regard, we consider the endogenous develop-
ment paradigm to be not satisfactory in reaching the goal of territorial 
cohesion; endogenous development tends to ‘treat’ territories in iso-
lation, with the implicit aim of making the territories competitive on 
the market. Cohesion policies fail in reaching the correct functional 
scale to address many policy issues, such as those related to the envi-
ronmental governance of public goods.

The proposal: participatory cohesion agreements

The participatory cohesion agreements aim at reaching the optimal 
functional scale for territorial policies, by creating scalable territorial 
coalitions among stakeholders and local institutions. The main con-
cern of our working group was to ensure that this governance arena 
would be a) democratically legitimized and b) produces policies that 
would ensure environmental and social fairness, or that at least do not 
damage environmental or social groups. The arrangement is based on 
three phases:

1) Proposal phase; the regional level starts this phase, by creating a 
committee composed by scientists and members of civil society; 
this committee produces a proposal of intervention on a single 
issue and identifies the functional scale where to apply the inter-
vention; based on this, they also identify the relevant actors that 
must be involved in the process (social classes, stakeholders & so 
on). The committee will also identify possible eco-social trade-
offs involved in the proposal and identify possible compensation 
for the people/social groups that can be damaged by the proposal.
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2) Decision phase; the local institutions’ administrators and the 
stakeholders identified by the committee deliberates on the pro-
posal, making amendments that are deemed necessary. 

3) Voting phase; since the local communities’ jurisdictions and the 
functional scale of the participatory cohesion agreements do not 
coincide, there will be the possibility to hold local referendums.

Appendix – Participants

Scientific Supervisor ATP: Prof. Gabriele Pasqui (Politecnico di Milano)
Chair: Niccolò T. Donati (Università degli Studi di Milano)
Rapporteur: Alberto Bortolotti (Politecnico di Milano)

• De la Haye Amber, Bax & Company – Innovation Consultant
• Peza Edna, Be Secure Feel Secure 
• Pavone Venera, PhD Student in City and Regional Planning, La 

Sapienza University
• Zanoni Davide, PhD Student at School for Advances Studies in 

the Social Sciences (EHESS – École des hautes études en scienc-
es sociales)

• Bonnin Ivan, Brigate Volontarie per l’Emergenza
• Mayer Carmen, Brigate Volontarie per l’Emergenza
• Pera Ros Marina, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona
• Luce Marine, Centre EMile-Durkheim Bordeaux
• Girosante Giorgia, A2A Sustainability Development
• Villari Anna, A2A Sustainability Development
• Manicucci Marco, Yes Milano
• Cattivelli Valentina, IULM University
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How do we regenerate cities  
and territories in order to contrast 
social and ecological inequalities?

Giulia Cantaluppi, temporiuso.net

“World is now dominated by an animal who does not believe it is 
an animal. The future is being Imaginate by this animal.”

Melanie Challenger 

Which policies can promote new ecosystem services (NBS)? How to 
regenerate Broken Cities and territories? Which tools are there to 
fight the effects of climate change?

At the gates of the socio-ecological transition, social and economic 
gaps between territories are widening: hydrogeological instability is 
increasing, villages are emptying and models and practices of life still 
largely based on fossil fuels continue to follow one another. There is an 
urgent need for a transformation of production models and lifestyles, 
both in terms of collective well-being and of environmental impact. 
Moreover, a change in the approach to the supply and management of 
natural resources and, in general, of the surrounding space, is increas-
ingly urgent. 
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The integration of green infrastructure and renewable resource 
solutions are emerging as strategic tools for national and local gov-
ernments aiming to achieve sustainable and resilient urbanization for 
future generations. Moreover, the participatory and co-design dimen-
sion of nature-based solutions projects contributes effectively to the 
promotion of urban and suburban regeneration processes. How can 
Nature Based Solutions bring benefits to cities? What resources and 
feasibility frameworks do they need to be applied? 

It is urgent to consider Nature as a strategic stakeholder for the re-
generation and requalification of cities and territories. Human beings 
need to redefine the concept of Nature through a new taxonomy that 
considers biodiversity and the complexity of living systems. As Bruno 
Latour writes, the “most urgent problem today is to fuse together hu-
mans and non-humans in common hybrid forums in order to start as 
soon as possible, the desired Parliament of Things.” 

The common goal is to improve urban health by bringing benefits to 
all communities (animal, plant, geological and mineral). For humans it 
is important to consider the possible effects of social inequality, green 
washing and gentrification in the analysis and management of risks. 
It is also crucial to start seriously considering other forms of life in ur-
ban and territorial planning, to begin with, ceasing land consumption. 

How to regenerate Broken cities?

We propose to consider the territory as a complex system, through 
a critical reading of the concept of depopulation and abandonment, 
of the urban/rural dichotomies and of the migration phenomena be-
tween cities and small rural municipalities in search of less precarious 
living conditions.

There is a variety proposing devices – “a set of tools of action proper 
to urbanistic: regulatory mechanisms that define power diagrams (of 
inclusion/exclusion; of possibility/impossibility)” – for the urban and 
territorial regeneration. They will contribute to recognize and bring 
new types of generations and design energies, enhancing the gener-
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ations and the material and immaterial heritage present on the terri-
tory. The term Regeneration “identifies multiple cultural and design 
approaches, aimed at bringing an economic, social, environmental 
improvement to urban areas (…and not only), with the aim of giving 
greater value to existing tissues by increasing the livability, building 
quality, distribution of services, efficiency in the use of resources.” 

For this reason, urban regeneration processes should planning tools 
“open, crooked and modest” and yet able to: 

• recognize and enhance the differences between the material 
and immaterial heritage of different territories and improve 
their conditions of marginality; 

• make spaces accessible for “new human and non-human in-
habitants” and for new socio/economic/cultural and welfare 
activities; 

• be able to guarantee and legitimize participation and inclusion 
on the one hand and be able to take sides to counter possible 
side effects (e.g. an increase in uncontrolled real estate value, 
land consumption, health risks for humans and the environ-
ment, new forms of squatting).

By devices we don’t mean only the urban plan “that distributes 
building rights,” but the tools that local communities have at their dis-
posal to put into play some essential political choices, through con-
flicts and compromises, both overt and covert. These tools must be 
able to make choices transparent and shared, in order to limit the phe-
nomena of “abuses possible thanks to agreements between public and 
private power elites.” 

We need “future opportunities as well as challenges with respect to 
possible integrated strategies for successful codesigned and cocreated 
NBS for urban regeneration, especially in light of the revised post–
COVID-19 pandemic urban agendas focusing on health and well-be-
ing of citizens as well as on more balanced and resilient urban built 
environments.” 
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In the foreground, is the role of the actors: nature must be placed at 
the center of the dialogue between policy and projects. The actors are 
in charge of creating open moments of confrontation for conviviality 
and finding solutions to latent conflicts, whether they are innovators 
or holders of material and immaterial heritage. New possible users 
are certainly not considered amenities, but privileged interlocutors for 
territorial regeneration and the creation of new paradigms of devel-
opment based on internationality, on the relationship between city 
and countryside, as it is becoming increasingly difficult to live in large 
cities.

How to implement this vision?

The proposal is to activate a new cultural model, where NBS regen-
eration processes can be implemented through various processes of 
governance and communication: site specific criteria that take into 
account a model of local knowledge and animal, plant, geological eco-
system; public assemblies to propose collaborative pacts, neighbor-
hood contracts, river contracts. To establish governance and define 
the project, the program uses and responds to the needs of non-hu-
man communities; formation of landscape green collars at the local 
level to create new jobs and new professional figures; make this in-
formation accessible through a live map for N.C.S. (natural care solu-
tion) to connect all processes, actors involved, resources and new job 
opportunities and projects.

The result will be wild territories, with wide N.C.S. that will allow 
for less costs for the maintenance of public spaces and buildings, giv-
ing back freedom of action and movement to human communities and 
beyond.
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We are living a critical and symbolical moment, now stressed by the 
COVID19 pandemic, the prediction of a new economic crisis and the 
now evident climatic changes. This context is being highlighted by 
several global debates on divisive themes like public good, identity 
and environment, which are leading to a polarized discussion on our 
ways of life.

The objective that was defined to the working group 3 of broken 
cities, on urban and suburban regeneration and requalification, ad-
dressed most of these debates, triggering the discussion in the group 
about the concept of nature-based solutions as strategic tools to com-
bat the effects of climate change and regenerate and redevelop cities 
and territories. 

During the first day, the debate between the groups was mainly en-
riched by the case studies of each participant, and the issues that they 
had lifted, looking at theirs weaknesses and strongth. Some of the best 
practices brought were similar between each other, helping to identify 
similar characteristics and ideas and to form specific thinking groups 
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divided by methodologies, programs or concepts. Nevertheless, this 
fact didn’t cause any strong division during the working sessions and 
all the meetings occurred as flat and democratic processes of discus-
sion. 

Considering the initial objective, the proposal of the group re-de-
fined the initial target of its proposal on the beginning of the work: 
to improve the urban healthy living, both social and physical. This 
goal reframed the anterior objective, aiming to look at nature based 
solutions not only as a medium to regenerate biodiversity or combat 
climate change but also as a mean to improve community living, pro-
mote urban equality and climate justice, in order to repare the broken 
social tissues caused by processes of “green washing” or gentrification. 

The working group was composed by a great variety of profession-
als, researchers and activists, with different points of view. This het-
erogenous group allowed a lively approach to the main themes and 
generated moments of conflict between all the parts, triggering an 
interesting process of collective creation that was, at the same time, 
hard and fruitful. 

This argumentation flat process lead to a proposal that has, at the 
same time, a general and a synthetic purpose, but can be transformed 
in a valuable contribution for a possible new policy. 

The proposal was then though as a new cultural model to look at 
natured based regeneration, which instead of considering just solu-
tions that are based in natural features or characteristics, tried to think 
as these solutions not only as nature but also as careful. 

Four main statements where raised to be part of this proposal, 
which served the main motif for creating the new concept of nature 
care solutions:

a) Urban regeneration processes have to include site specific cri-
teria. The knowledge acquired to support the decision-making 
process need to care about the diversity of local knowledges of 
every place and its animal, vegetal and geological ecosystem. 
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b) This knowledge, as well as the projects to be implemented, shall 
be developed on collaborative processes but it also needs mo-
ments of critical distance to set in motion more transformative 
changes. 

c) To implement these processes is important to create green col-
lars formation, in order to answer the environmental and land-
scape needs and the job opportunities it may create. 

d) Is important to develop new skills for adaptive mapping pro-
cesses, to include natured based solutions but also to connect 
all the processes developed on cities and to create a new and 
incremental planning system that is always evolving. 

The wider purpose of this set of statements is to promote a wild city, 
where nature and care solutions regenerate the city constantly and 
collectively on a continuum and resilient process. 

For this proposal, the diversity of the case studies, whose scope var-
ied between bottom-up interventions and also more institutional pro-
grams, along with the hybridity of the working group were important 
factors to the co-creation of this wider vision for the cities regenera-
tion processes. 

This vision was complemented by a late reflection about a statement 
that helped to illustrate the proposal:

“World is now dominated by an animal who does not believe he is 
an animal. And the future is being imagined by this animal.” 

Actors

On this wild city, which we are promoting and previewing, all the ele-
ments, institutions, documents, animals, etc, that are in the city are es-
sential. So, starting from the elements: animal, plant, water, earth, and 
ending on all the organizations, institutions and documents, all actors 
need to be considered, because they are all part on this wildness.
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Resources

The group considered that all resources should be included to improve 
the regeneration: private investors, public funds, communal funds and 
every kind of sponsorship needs to be taken in account, such as the 
economic forces, working on the field; Digital resources and all the 
technological innovation that can be used to improve this new system; 
And the social resources, all should be included on the proposal for a 
wilder city.

Appendix – Participants and Case studies

• Giulia Cantaluppi (president)
• Vitório Leite (rapporteur)

case: URBiNAT in Porto – Urban regeneration collaborative 
project happening in Porto, Portugal.

• Lorenzo De Vidovich
case: towards eco-welfare: Project research about the energy 
property, on how to retrofit the public housing and how to en-
volve natured based solutions on places poor equipped. 

• Greta Trisciani
case: Prato Urban Jungle. Project for “greening” the city with 
natural focus, with community hubs and work on forgotten ar-
eas.

• Elisa Paluan
case: Kw garden, in Alcatra. A community base garden that is 
focused on social innovation and the integration of immigrants. 

• Carmen Agelillo
case: Prato Urban Jungle. Same project as Greta. 

• Saverio Massaro
case: Iperurbano + IXECO2. Urban lab in Altamura, for civic 
participation and increase people capabilities, to integrate in 
urban regeneration projects. 
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• Frenzi Ritter
case: Wood academy, in Baltimore (US). An initiative that uses 
the wood of vacant wood houses to make furniture. And New 
Venture, in South Virginia (US). A project that uses the waste 
of a very polluted land for construction industry. 

• Marco Persico
case: Clever cities. Project to implement green roofs and green 
walls.

• Federica Scaffidi
case: Saltworks of salines de Aranã. Municipal project of recov-
ering a former productive site, in Spain, as a social enterprise. 

• Stefano Barbera
case: Sharing-cities. Project that uses co-design methodologies 
to work on the retrofitting buildings. 

• Laetizia Boon
case: Sustainable neighborhood contract. Municipal project to 
put in motion an urban project on natured based solutions with 
a strong ethnographic process. 

• Andrea
case: Milan train yard agreement. A program that reconvert 
train yards in new urban zones, connecting separated areas, 
decontaminating soils and creating housing and retail areas.

• Marco
case: mix of projects – Sustainable Urban – which enhance the 
zero emission mobility, plans bike lanes and move park away 
from the streets. 
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How can socio-technical 
infrastructures heal the fractures  
in contemporary territories where  

for years development policies  
have exacerbated segregation  
and socio-spatial inequalities?

Federica Natalia Rosati, University of Liège

Infrastructure and services for a socio-ecological 
transition

One of the most relevant factors in global spatial dynamics is the rap-
id, and often uncontrolled, shift in urban living. Today, urban dwellers 
comprise a 54% of the world population and are expected to exceed 
60% within the next 10 years (UN DESA 2018). Much of this urban 
growth will take place in countries withindeveloping regions, particu-
larly in Africa and Asia, 

Access to land, particularly serviced land, is critical for a sustain-
able world urban development. The availability of land, and with it, of 
natural resources sustaining livelihood, will determine how our cities 
and neighbourhoods will grow and expand; whether they will be able 
to absorb the population growth currently estimated at 1.1% with 82 
million new inhabitants in 2019 on this planet (UN DESA 2018); and 
how they will respond to the consumption pressures posed by global 
markets and the growing demand for services.
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At a time when inequalities have become more acute, also in light 
of the recent global pandemic and the environmental and ecological 
crises exacerbated by climate change, a transition toward sustainable 
approaches to land use management and distribution of planetary re-
sources demands urgent attention and collective efforts. 

The destruction of the natural basis of human life in contemporary 
society is the consequent result of contemporary forms of dwelling 
that swallow ever larger quantities of energy and raw materials, to 
spit out goods and services that pollute the environment in its vi-
tal resources (water, earth and air) in their production, distribution, 
consumption and disposal. Urban planning schemes have for long in-
creased the rural-urban divide, providing services and infrastructure 
to the urban cores, while expanding their reach to secure sufficient 
water supply and land for real estate development, food production 
and waste disposal in peri-urban areas (Allen 2017). 

The contingent ecological crisis which is tightly coupled with ur-
banization spreads worldwide, but mostly in the poorest yet largest 
part of the world’s population living in the global South, where uncon-
trolled urban growth goes along with increasing poverty, socio-spatial 
inequality, environmental degradation and exclusionary service pro-
vision (Allen et al. 2017; Marshall and Dolley 2019).

In these urban horizons, injustice is very often exacerbated by infra-
structural development schemes. 

Research has advanced theorization on the role played by infra-
structure networks on the social, spatial and environmental materi-
ality of territories and on the variable-geometry boundaries of what 
can be described as an “ecology of exclusion”. Starting from Graham 
and Marvin’s thesis on splintering urbanism, a number of scholars ex-
plored the multiple ways through which the implementation of large-
scale technical networks, supported by neo-liberal reforms, instead of 
having an integrating character, has contributed to fragmentation of 
the social and material fabric of the city. This generally occurs through 
“by-pass” strategies which offer connection to most valuable places 
and users, disregarding those with less value (2001).
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In this perspective, the development of urban infrastructures, ac-
celerated by the rise of deregulation and privatization reforms which 
affected key economic sectors, -energy, gas, water, sewer and tele-
communication-, can be described as a “self-reinforcing trajectory of 
exclusionary urbanization” (Marshall and Dolley 2019). 

Faced with these contradictions and challenges that emerge from the 
observation of contemporary environments, some questions arise on 
the role of infrastructures in promoting a socio-ecological transition.

How can socio-technical infrastructures heal the fractures in con-
temporary territories where for years development policies have exac-
erbated segregation and socio-spatial inequalities? What possibilities 
do serviced infrastructures offer to fuel the necessary socio-ecological 
transition? What governance models and politics of infrastructures 
are desirable to foster socio-spatial and environmental justice?

A reconceptualization of infrastructures as socio-technical land-
scapes capable of producing common goods and collective imaginar-
ies is essential in order to tackle the following challenges.

New ecological imperatives addressing socio-spatial 
inequalities

Global sustainability agendas consider cities as key players for broad-
er societal transformations toward more low-carbon, sustainable and 
resilient futures. On a global scale, urban settlements are not only en-
ergy-intensive, as they consume around 80% of all resources (Baccini 
1997), but their socio-ecological footprint has become global, name-
ly coupled in a global network (Swyngedouw and Kaika 2014). This 
means that unless urban settlements will turn sustainable and the 
interconnected processes that tightly link built and natural environ-
ments across scales and geographies will be addressed, global targets 
will hardly be met.

The pandemic crisis and its economic fallout has contributed to cre-
ate new inequalities while exacerbating existing ones: restrictions of 
mobility within cities have highlighted the need to rethink neighbor-
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hoods’ proximity services and overcome the rigid spatial organization 
of single-function neighborhoods that dominate the urban landscape. 
Government strategies addressing urban transition need to increas-
ingly focus on infrastructure systems, with policies and actions di-
rected toward the implementation of more sustainable and localized 
approaches to energy supply, water and waste management and trans-
portation systems.

Nature-based solutions and novel ecosystems, as urban green infra-
structures, can represent opportunities to redevelop neglected urban 
spaces, thus improving the quality of life and at the same time provid-
ing a concrete response to the environmental crisis. It is precisely in 
the interstices, in the margins, that policies must direct resources and 
interventions if the goal is to build more accessible and just cities.

If small interventions are appropriately scaled up, their effective-
ness for climate change mitigation can be much greater on a spatial 
and temporal perspective.

Technical, social and spatial re-configurations beyond 
digitalization

Digital advances offer new opportunities for both research and prac-
tice to support the transition to more sustainable, resource-efficient 
society. The use of new technologies, tools and methods can substan-
tially help improving the design and maintenance of infrastructures, 
services and neighborhoods, while providing opportunities for home 
schooling and telework. 

However, the longer-term impacts of digitalization on territories 
and infrastructures deserve to be further inquired. 

With the cessation of activities during the pandemic, and the possi-
bilities of teleworking, new emergent mobilities have been reported, 
“particularly those that resemble ‘ex-urbanisation,’ or urban-rural mi-
gration” (Ramachandran 2021). 

These trends, which have already had an initial impact on real es-
tate markets, should be properly analysed as they not only represent 
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an opportunity to rethink the consolidated fabric of cities and re-or-
ganize mobility patterns on a local scale, but also to tackle the existing 
broader territorial relationships. 

Yet, the digital inequality in access to technology and services is still 
acute and visible even within well- connected cities and mega-cities, 
as well as in the rural-urban divide.

To achieve digital inclusion, cities must first understand and identify 
where digital discrepancies persist (Boza-Kiss et al. 2021). New spaces 
in which to incorporate the lessons of digitalization will be needed, 
with the increasing possibility to move services and workspaces, to 
integrate recreation and necessities within a new territorial scale, that 
of neighborhoods. In order to make this possible, new stakeholders 
configurations and participatory arenas have to be designed and test-
ed, favoring horizontal relationships and knowledge exchange among 
users, policy-makers, and researchers to inquiry into the opportunities 
opened up by digitization to rework territories and infrastructures.

New governance models and politics of infrastructures 

The shift from a technocratic approach to a socio-technical perspec-
tive on infrastructures challenges the current engineering of the urban 
production, while emphasising the centrality of the social dimension.

Greater attention to different user-provider arrangements and the 
role of users in producing services and managing infrastructures has 
recently increased in international and scientific communities (Joshi 
& Moore 2004; Mitlin 2008; Moretto et al. 2018). 

The interest toward community participation in the delivery of pub-
lic services is underpinned by the view that the engagement of us-
ers may improve service efficiency and accountability (Ostrom 1996; 
Watson 2014), while favouring the reconfiguration of state-society 
relationships through the rise of new democratic institutions (Mitlin 
2008).

Governance capacity to accelerate urban transition should be 
strengthened and new policies tested capable of integrating bottom-up 
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knowledge and everyday practices in the planning instruments, draw-
ing on Crosta’s conception of policies as practices of common good 
(1998).

Promoting participation in service production and delivery has in-
deed the potential to make room for different roles and responsibili-
ties to the citizenry, fostering the emergence of democratic platforms 
around the management common resources, such as water, energy 
and green, and infrastructures.

Increasing awareness of the interdependency of infrastructure sys-
tems has raised questions related to governance systems, scales, orga-
nizations, resources flows, users and ecosystems. The aim of the two 
days seminar conducted with the group – Infrastructure and Services 
for a Socio-ecological Transition-., was to critically identify and ex-
plore potential urban infrastructure solutions to tackle sustainability 
challenges. 

By foregrounding socio-technical pathways that claim to improve 
urban sustainability as a starting point, we sought to reflect the urgen-
cy of the need for change, and to investigate the extent to which wider 
lessons for research and practice can be drawn from concrete exam-
ples of potentially transformative approaches to urban infrastructures.

In this sense, to address the three challenges identified above through 
the experimentation of more participatory governance schemes and 
user-friendly socio-technical solutions, can represent an opportunity 
to rethink our cities, to co-create greener, more cohesive and sustain-
able neighborhoods; to formulate models of land and infrastructure 
governance that consider user participation in urban transformation 
processes, promoting community empowerment through new forms 
of co-management of infrastructure, resources and spaces. 
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Our ambition

The working group has embraced the call to consider the deep wounds 
left by the post-World War II intense development and by urban plan-
ning in favor of “monofunctional” areas, addressing the possibilities of 
fully livable and sustainable cities. Established conceptions of the city 
and the paradigm of productivity have produced multiple cleavages 
between services, labor and the venues for aggregation and communi-
ty building. These effects are particularly exacerbated today, while the 
COVID-19 pandemic still affects many cities and drastically questions 
the models of our collective life: the challenges of reduced mobility, 
the rethinking of work rhythms, the sustainability of human adap-
tation and the need for renewed proximity services are some of the 
urgent topics we have highlighted for the planning of the immediate 
future. 

In the two days of discussions, we aimed at converging the im-
perative of ecological transition with the reshaping of the critical in-
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frastructures for the resilience of cities and the refusion of the civic 
sphere. In order to imagine services that improve the lives and bonds 
of our communities, starting from those who are at the margins and 
pursuing a sustainable path, we started from the issue of private mo-
bility, from the redefinition of the functional division between “dormi-
tory” suburbs and centers of work and service, from the encouraging 
experimentations that retrace human-centeredness and nature-based 
solutions. Joining the challenge of a lively debate, we have mobilized 
multidisciplinary expertise and evaluated potentials and limitations 
of national and international experiences, to focus on what needs to 
be repaired and on the key infrastructures, to outline the resistances 
faced by cities at different levels, to imagine together more radical 
partnerships between public and private initiatives. Clearly, the draft 
that has emerged is a model of intervention to be explored in a more 
comprehensive way, but that summarizes a vision that we believe is 
necessary for an alternative urban and civil repair.

Our proposal for action

We claim a reconsideration of basic infrastructures of daily life as 
common goods. Our model of action is an extended, integrated, and 
revised interpretation of the “social superblock,” and the re-design of 
local neighborhoods, especially considering marginal and more pe-
ripheral areas. 

This concept is represented by DOMUS as a network of hubs for 
fostering and catalyzing the Socio-Ecological Transition. DOMUS is 
based on three main principles: 1) promotion of social inclusion, 2) the 
accessibility of basic services for all, 3) the mitigation and adaptation 
of climate change impacts.

DOMUS S.E.T. proposes a physical infrastructure, to be placed 
within the existing urban and social fabrics, where the overturning 
of mobility structures and sustainable shared mobility will offer an 
improved inter-connectedness and will make it possible to reconfig-
ure public spaces previously dedicated to traffic. Here, common goods 
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will be shared and equally redistributed, spaces for co-working, recre-
ational activities and educational purposes will be re-composed, also 
in light of the opportunities opened by digitalization during the health 
emergency. 

The requalification and rehabilitation of underused spaces will be 
addressed through the implementation of nature-based solutions, 
such as blue and green infrastructures (e.g., rainwater management 
and reuse, energy production and storage). Cultural and aggregative 
venues will allow people to follow the dynamics of city life and par-
ticipate in their transformation. DOMUS S.E.T. will conciliate between 
diverse actors in order to structure a governance system based on the 
co-production of knowledge and space.

The traditional Roman domus organized domestic living spaces 
around an atrium, a central core infrastructure that housed both social 
encounters and the impluvium, an underground tank that collected 
rainwater for local use. As it emerged during the two-day workshop, 
the metaphor of the ancient house as a source of energy and common 
life could fail to evoke a possible future, since it recalls a sustainable 
lifestyle intrinsically overcome by contemporality, and hence no lon-
ger reproducible. We do recognize the distance of such a model of 
urbanism, but we strongly support the need for a deeply new ecolo-
gy. Indeed, far from claiming a blind return to an impossible and not 
truly sustainable image of the city, the proposal intends to face the 
challenge of radically rethinking the structural and ideological order 
of our twentieth-century cities. The essentially transitory and provoc-
ative title thus aims to convey an evocative power, able to foster not 
only imagination but the courage and determination to deeply alter 
the fabric and priorities of industrial-based cities. We also realize that 
the private and privileged character of the ancient domus might re-
mind one of the divergence between urban elites and marginal groups. 
Provocatively, we would like to call attention to the unequal out-
comes of many current regeneration processes and demand, to the 
contrary, for a widespread and reappropriated infrastructure for do-
mesticating city life. 
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Our reflection started from the idea of transforming the mobility 
structure of our broken cities, emphasizing potentials and weakness-
es of chrono-centric projects such as the “15-minutes city”, urban 
planning aimed at limiting car traffic and opening green hubs; such as 
the “Superilles” and Green Streets in Barcelona or the Berlin Aut-
ofrei campaign, sustainable logistic platforms as Ethical Delivery; 
and lastly such as community-driven interventions, as the alternative 
master plan Pro Helsinki 2.0, smaller forms of tactical urbanism 
and “guerilla” food security systems. We have stressed the role of 
“diffuse” semi-autonomous centers and the emphasis on space and 
time to improve communities’ life, but also the need to incorporate the 
lessons from digitalization (e.g., 0-minutes services and digital divide).

Having established the criticality of mobility transition, favoring 
pedestrians and sustainable vehicles, we have merged diverse ideas 
on small-scale energy production to connect the function of liber-
ated urban spaces and the need for a new ecology. The new collective 
infrastructure should have the dual purpose of creating opportunities 
for sociality around multifunctional spaces (“one-door” approach to 
proximity services) while experimenting forms to reconnect with the 
resources sustaining urban life. 

Moreover, we have addressed the implications on sociality and 
community building taking into account the risk of capture by market 
forces and the possible distortions produced by exporting a mono-
lithic model that might cause localism or reproduce lifestyles based on 
productivity and time pressure. For the socio-ecological transition to 
be equal and based on green spaces truly accessible, we have empha-
sized the limitation of political slogans, the effects of standardization 
on the lack of bottom-up appropriation of new spaces, and the perils 
of greenwashing and gentrification, coming from bigger scales than 
those of city blocks. Conversely, opportunities emerge if we consider 
inequalities and the configuration of novel pacts between public 
and private actors.
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Implementation methods

The revolutionary idea is based on the necessity of recognition of nat-
ural resources scarcity in peripheral areas and a re-composition of 
the desired continuity of these resources’ networks altogether. This 
notion departs from the raising awareness of the people as infrastruc-
ture, on three axes:

a) Ecological transition. Regeneration of underused spaces with 
more nature-based solutions, such as green and blue infrastruc-
ture, to adapt and mitigate climate change.

b) Energy transition. Focus on collaborative governance in 
shared spaces related to energy networks, shared mobility and 
back to the grid systems.

c) Social transition. Through a radical paradigm shift, by fo-
cusing on local community and public participation through 
co-creation processes that enable longer-term pathways and 
maintenance.

Thus conceived, the proposal imposes two interconnected move-
ments. The first action concerns the change in the city mobility struc-
ture and the reconversion of current space devoted to mass individual 
mobility. Mobility hubs offering shared mobility connect the DOMUS 
to public transit adapted to on-demand flexible solutions. Private cars 
are communalized, and parking spaces are repurposed together with 
the community, to foster a communal mindset. Pricing schemes incen-
tivize alternative mobility and disincentivize private car usage. Tick-
ets are integrated and reduced for socially disadvantaged groups. As 
analyzed by automotive companies, it also remains necessary to re-
think sustainable mobility that connects future large cities as well as 
rural areas, but overall, the mobility transition will make available 
new urban spaces that can be reused for greening, social spaces, and 
better diffused services. 

The second move shall go further, avoiding simplistic green conver-
sion of space, expensive maintenance and the risk of new speculations 
and asymmetries, but fostering the empowerment of people as basic 
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infrastructure, and the emergence of institutions of proximity able 
to make explicit the city in the background. Digital platforms and re-
newed cultural centers link DOMUS to communities to provide infor-
mation, connect resources and allow input from citizens. As hinted, 
we imagine spaces of experimentation of auto-sustenance, co-plan-
ning and co-designing of services starting from existing needs, infor-
mal and formal practices: an extensive body of expertise, from both 
academics and practitioners, is needed not only to provide the neces-
sary knowledge but also to identify and integrate legislative resources, 
embodied in new policies and agreements. 

In fact, the desired level of adaptability and sustainability of this 
model requires that both green lines and the functions of the new 
hubs start from small experimentations, with a tactical approach and 
sensitivity to territory specificities and existing formal and informal 
practices. DOMUS is conceived as an infrastructure adaptable to the 
multiplicity of the urban and social fabric, not a comprehensive and 
centralized planning. This will allow equal and effective appropriation 
from the citizens, incremental long-term adaptation and the avoid-
ing of hard-to-maintain and top-down green solutions. Furthermore, 
co-creation cannot avoid a firm and deep intervention of public ac-
tors as mediators between the necessary private investments and the 
right to the city. Indeed, new green areas might contribute to a better 
life for all, but we stress the need for real responsibility and control 
on the risk for capture, gentrification, displacement, and many exper-
imentations such as the rent control in Catalonia or the EcoDistrict of 
Portland. During the 19th century, growing cities created new forms 
of taxation and partnership to create essential arenas of democracy, 
belonging and inclusion – museums, libraries, schools. We thus call 
for deep and radical alliances that design a new framework of shared 
economic responsibility for new cities, new co-working spaces, and 
new green structures of production. To achieve a socio-ecological 
transition into a just city, DOMUS must be treated as the crucial new 
infrastructure to invest in together.
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Appendix 1 – Case studies, models, ideas

• Berlin Autofrei. Campaign to create a huge traffic-free zone in 
the center of the capital, reserved for pedestrians, bicycles and 
public transport. The initiative could create the largest urban 
area free of private car traffic in the world.

• Consegne Etiche [Ethical Delivery]. First cooperative and eth-
ical platform of home bike delivery. The experimentation was 
created thanks to two cooperatives, Dynamo and Idee in mov-
imento, with the support of the university center for training 
and promotion of cooperative enterprise AlmaVicoo, Urban In-
novation Foundation and municipal libraries. https://www.fon-
dazioneinnovazioneurbana.it/progetto/cantiereconsegneetiche

• Curbside Management Tools.
• G129 Co-design (Milan). Co-design of Nature-Based Solutions 

(NBS) in the green area located in Giambellino 129, within the 
project Clever Cities. https://milanoclever.net/2019/12/20/chiu-
sa-la-prima-fase-del-co-design-per-g129/

• Guerrilla Urban Food Security Systems.
• Innovations Districts. (e.g., BID – Boston Innovation District, 

MIND – Milano Innovation District).
• Innovative proximity library. New forms of community-building 

and sociability beyond cultural services, from huge trend-set-
ting libraries offering new plazas (e.g., Deichman/Oslo public 
library, 2021 World’s Best New Public Library) to local multi-
purpose neighborhood hubs.

• Luchtsingel (Rotterdam). A pedestrian bridge that exemplifies 
bottom-up approach, involvement, and reuse of neglected ur-
ban assets. 

• One-door approach.
• Piazze Aperte [Open Plazas] (Milan). Urban regeneration proj-

ect based on the principles of “Tactical Urbanism”. https://
www.comune.milano.it/aree-tematiche/quartieri/piano-quart-
ieri/piazze-aperte

https://www.fondazioneinnovazioneurbana.it/progetto/cantiereconsegneetiche
https://www.fondazioneinnovazioneurbana.it/progetto/cantiereconsegneetiche
https://milanoclever.net/2019/12/20/chiusa-la-prima-fase-del-co-design-per-g129/
https://milanoclever.net/2019/12/20/chiusa-la-prima-fase-del-co-design-per-g129/
https://www.comune.milano.it/aree-tematiche/quartieri/piano-quartieri/piazze-aperte
https://www.comune.milano.it/aree-tematiche/quartieri/piano-quartieri/piazze-aperte
https://www.comune.milano.it/aree-tematiche/quartieri/piano-quartieri/piazze-aperte
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• Pro Helsinki 2.0. alternative masterplan and vision for mak-
ing Helsinki denser and more diverse. https://urbanfinland.
com/2021/01/08/inspiration-for-a-15-minute-city-action-plan/

• Small-scale water operators (Bolivia). Example of community 
management of natural and basic resources. It addresses sol-
idarity and economic sustainability but also private interests.

• Superilles (Superblocks) and Green Hubs (Barcelona). Famous 
“superblock” program that is becoming a new street transfor-
mation model for the entire city, fostering sociality and scaling. 
https://ajuntament.barcelona.cat/superilles/en#

• The “15 minutes” city. An urban approach that allows most dai-
ly needs to be met on foot or by bicycle within a small radius. 
Introduced by Carlos Moreno, it has become popular since the 
policies of Paris Mayor Anne Hidalgo and it inspires many sim-
ilar projects.

• Zero-minutes trip. Reconceptualization of digital services in 
the discussion of the 15-minutes city. 

Appendix 2 – Participants 

• Rosati Federica Natalia (President)
University of Liège, LEMA – water supply in Asia and Latin 
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• Ciorli Marco (Rapporteur)
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• Abdelfattah Lamia
Systematica srl – urban planning, mobility research, spatial eq-
uity

• Delatin Rodrigues Daniel
University of Milano Bicocca – climate activism and urbanism, 
sustainable development

• Dernai Monika

https://urbanfinland.com/2021/01/08/inspiration-for-a-15-minute-city-action-plan/
https://urbanfinland.com/2021/01/08/inspiration-for-a-15-minute-city-action-plan/
https://ajuntament.barcelona.cat/superilles/en
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BMW Corporate Strategy, Urban Mobility Team – urban intel-
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How do we practically engage 
stakeholders in urban and territorial 

planning and design, looking in 
particular at digital innovation 

methodologies and tools? 
Medea Ferrigno

In recent decades, cities have been increasingly broken, fragmented. 
The current pandemic has highlighted even more the inequalities both 
between people and between territories. Cities, both metropolitan and 
small, are in decline, factoriesbrics are a scenario of abandonment, 
of impoverishment of socio-economic relations. In this context, pub-
lic policies have also changed and the way in which man plans the 
transformation of cities is planned has been following new different 
paradigms.

Territorial development policies have moved from a top-down log-
ic, based on the creation of development poles, to a bottom-up logic, 
in which the inhabitants of the territories have themselves become 
promoters of development place-based policies (Barca, 2019). A bot-
tom-up approach is needed to strongly link the needs of a variety of 
stakeholders with their views and proposals to promote local devel-
opment, through a co-project management methodology that better 
ensures democratic participation. This means focusing on the context, 
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supporting processes at the local level to strengthen local specificities 
so that they to become pillars for local development.

However, this paradigm shift has in many ways suffered from an 
erroneous implementation: the most dynamic territories have man-
aged to create their own development policies, while the peripheral 
territories have not, in many cases, created a competition system for 
resource allocation, resulting in growing inequalities. Several terri-
tories have been the scene of new organizational forms, of the use of 
new tools that allow citizens to actively participate in democratic life. 
While on the one hand the many virtuous experiences need to get out 
of the experimental niche dimension (Savini et al., 2019), it is unde-
niable that institutionalizing such processes is difficult. But it is nec-
essary. The problem of defining a winning strategy in any context is 
central. There are no processes that can be replicated in every context 
always in the same way following a bottom-up logic. This means that 
the challenge is epochal, that it is necessary to act with a transforma-
tive and radical intention to change the destiny of the territories.

These complex conditions offer planning possibilities within the 
challenge of “rethinking institutions” (Donolo, 1997) during the crisis 
of representative democracy (Bobbio, 1984) and of better understand-
ingto better understand how to design public policies in the face of 
change, due to the uncertain boundary between institutions and cit-
izens raising the demands of collaborative planning. These complex 
conditions require an innovative and integrated approach to commu-
nity planning through an authentic learning process, which involves 
citizens, grassroots, public institutions and experts in the search for a 
socio-ecological revitalization. There is an urgent need for structural 
and ordinary interventions, to go beyond the gaze, the approach, the 
operation, to look at different themes simultaneously and in an inte-
grated way, in the awareness that political and institutional will is one 
of the key nodes to accompany community networks so that actions 
from below continue to develop and can become a consolidated real-
ity. There is also a clear discrepancy between the intentions and the 
actual participation of citizens in co-design: either it is seen as mere-
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ly consultative by institutions, or it tends to reproduce the dynamics 
of social exclusion that already exist, keeping fragile groups or those 
with fewer resources marginalized from the policy process.

Co-design, therefore, with the involvement of the various social ac-
tors in the definition and implementation of public policies, opens up 
new scenarios and new possibilities. How to define new institutional 
arrangements? How to ensure that these are truly inclusive and with 
the intention of bridging the inequalities between people and the de-
velopment gap between territories?

The overall citizenry as well as the institutions need to undertake a 
process of public debate aimed at reflecting over the existing maldis-
tribution of scarce resources and critical challenges, in order to envi-
sion and follow a path of collective action. This requires enabling indi-
viduals’ capabilities, providing the right democratic infrastructures to 
ensure for ensuring participation into decision-making and enhancing 
the functioning of public institutions.

In the context of the Green Deal, we will be faced with major trans-
formations that will primarily involve the territory: in order for the 
transition to be not only sustainable, but also equitable, citizens will 
have to play a leading role in co-designing sustainable policies to 
avoid reproducing patterns of social exclusion, exacerbating already 
existing inequalities. These policies should ensure using the knowl-
edge that comes from the territory to guarantee the best use of local 
resources in development policies, while safeguarding the environ-
mental security of territories. 

Co-design offer possibilities to redefine new places where new in-
teractions areas possible, where different actors contribute to co-pro-
ducing services (Ostrom, E., 1996). The co-design of public policies 
can be used to overcome traditional sectoral divisions (between devel-
opment policies, energy policies and social policies, for example) and 
find syntheses favorable to local development. But it is necessary to 
define new opportunities for meetings between different actors and 
new resources to support the process, at the local level, with an ethos 
of social justice. In this sense, digital innovation is an opportunity to 
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push boundaries and eliminate physical barriers to participation. But 
it risks being divisive., it risks generating new inequalities: it is essen-
tial for that digital innovation is to be strongly connected with social 
inclusion by looking at the intersection of these, new opportunities 
for development and the empowerment of people and territories. 
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The Mid-way Point: Meeting in Between Top-down and 
Bottom-up Approaches

During the two-day workshop, the table on Participation, Digital In-
novation, and Co-design of Territories discussed various practices and 
experiences on these specific topics to formulate a proposal in which 
participation and co-design become an opportunity to empower people 
and rebalance inequalities among inhabitants and among territories.

Each group member presented case studies we have been involved 
in, or cases that we consider innovative and that are challenging cur-
rent approaches to co-design processes, participation, and develop-
ing new innovative tools. Some of the key remarks mentioned during 
these presentations were: 1) participation is not a project, but rather 
a process, 2) the crucial importance of developing engaging ways of 
participation that respond to local needs and dynamics, 3) tools and 
mechanisms used for participatory processes should empower coop-
eration over competition, 4) municipalities need to be more interactive 
and move to user centered design approach and to providing feedback 
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to ideas presented by citizens, 5) building trust among citizens should 
be an important goal of participation, 6) these processes are opportu-
nities for creating intergenerational relations and connect people of 
different cultural backgrounds, disciplines and visions, 7) participa-
tory processes generate loads of data and knowledge and require re-
sources to processes and transfer it, 8) the temporality in participatory 
processes often translates into lost resources and in processes without 
a follow-up phase or a long-term vision, 9) education and knowledge 
sharing should be a component during these processes, 10) co-design 
is an act of recognizing a plurality of inhabitants and different ways of 
inhabiting, 11) to think of the inhabitant who is not there yet, on who 
will come next. 

With these remarks in mind, we collectively embarked on gener-
ating ideas for a proposal. Some of the key aspects of this discussion 
centered on avoiding proposals that could create new types of exclu-
sion. For instance, digital tools can be both an opportunity for inno-
vation but risk being unaffordable to inhabitants with limited access 
and knowledge of digital instruments. For this reason, the solutions 
discussed looked at how to enable collaboration among citizens and 
groups, and solutions that can have a visible and physical presence 
in the territory. Another aspect central to the discussion was the idea 
of re-balancing power and the importance for communities to have 
representation during the entire process, especially during the deci-
sion-making stages. Considering these aspects and triggered by the 
panel with Filipe Araujo, Isabelle Anguelovski, Nadine Galle, and 
Marco Ranzato, the group defined the idea of meeting mid-way or in 
between. Traditionally, processes in cities have used a top-down atti-
tude and lately, bottom-up approaches have emerged as a powerful 
alternative for more inclusive processes. Our proposal aims at creat-
ing a Space, in-between these approaches, where co-design processes 
and collaborations are enabled. The proposal aims at reinterpreting 
the role of the public administration which has often relegated itself 
to a mere facilitator of participatory processes. The groups and terri-
tories prioritized in our proposal are the most vulnerable ones or all 
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those often excluded from decision-making. Working in this intersti-
tial space (mid-way point) is for us the opportunity to explore this 
new dimension, to regulate top-down approaches and encourage bot-
tom-up approaches by channeling the necessities of local inhabitants 
into project design and implementation.

We propose the creation of a Participatory District, both as a place 
and a system. A place in the form of a physical community hub and a 
digital platform, and within a larger citywide system of participation. 
A system that transforms the notion of Participation from a step or a 
consultative meeting to an actual process with a robust cyclical struc-
ture made of inputs – actors – tools – resources – relations – outputs. 
These are further exemplified in the following paragraphs.

Embracing the true meaning of commons, we envision the District 
to be a local dynamic space for public debate, for assembly, a place of 
community representation, for preserving the history and memory of 
territories and their people, for collecting and building data, and in 
general to become the heart of each community, a place for encoun-
ters between different actors that nowadays are not communicating. 
We heavily discussed the importance of having a governance system 
based on the idea of interaction as an organizational device that could 
enrich the existing democratic system within public administrations. 
We want to avoid creating parallel administrative systems, but rather 
dynamizing and opening up the existing ones. In this sense, we pro-
pose that all processes channeled through the District must involve 
representatives of five groups which we have identified as main ac-
tors. We are calling them The 5 Pillars or Random Five, and stand for 
the number of representatives and the random democratic mechanism 
used for selecting them from the following groups: 1) Public admin-
istration, 2) Non-profit organizations, 3) Citizens, 4) Universities and 
action-research groups, 5) Small local enterprises.

Together, representatives of these five groups would work through 
a formal agreement, assisted by Community Organizers that have the 
task of strengthening participatory processes and engaging citizens 
to join and act. The District should be a place for interaction and ex-
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change with the public administration and a ground for testing and 
improving tools and models that are constantly taking action to rebal-
ance inequalities. We discussed some additional ideas such as placing 
the first Districts in the most vulnerable areas of cities or territories 
and in creating special economic zones to empower vulnerable groups. 
Each District should adapt to site-specific needs for creating policies 
that directly target those needs. A District could also be located stra-
tegically at the borders of two administrative areas for creating more 
cohesive actions. It could also enrich and channel existing municipal 
programs such as participatory budgets, design competitions, or oth-
er types of calls and forms of resources distribution. Finally, and re-
sponding to the feedback received from Ricky Burdett, these Districts 
should form a network to raise the knowledge built at the local level, 
in order to enrich and contribute to the larger city and regional issues 
and for the creation of wider planning tools. 

We also identified other types of actors that should be involved and 
play a specific role. For instance, schools, tenants and owners’ associ-
ations, and larger companies with a direct interest in the specific area, 
could form a larger assembly. Moreover, service designers, facilitators, 
and community organizers that have a strong relationship with the 
local community could play a key role in carrying forward the pro-
cess especially after the implementation. We are aware that these pro-
cesses involve a lot of people and are often “emotional” as Francesca 
Gelli defined them during her intervention at Broken Cities Camp. We 
also discussed that these processes cannot be led exclusively through 
goodwill and in the form of volunteer activities. They need to be rath-
er formal processes with economic resources allocated to involve the 
best and most interested people that want to lead and push forward 
the best initiatives for their communities and cities.

We identified two types of resources, some needed to carry forward 
this proposal and others that will be generated by this process (out-
puts) and that will become part of the legacy of the community and 
its inhabitants such as knowledge, data, time, social capital, relation-
ships, and emotions. On the other hand, among the resources needed 
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are a physical space in the neighborhood, preferably an existing place 
that is open to all and that can integrate various functions within it. 
Furthermore, we highlighted the need for a digital platform powered 
by open-source software that integrates innovative Information and 
Communication Technologies. Beside the economic resources, it is 
crucial to have a financial plan, a regulatory system, and various types 
of competencies to support the entire process through figures (human 
capital) with knowledge and skills on administration, cultural medi-
ation, advocacy, legal counseling, finance, academic research, history 
and collective memory, operative monitoring, project management, 
service design, and communication.

This ambitious proposal is the result of an intense and creative dis-
cussion among young researchers, activists, public employees, and 
professionals who have enough experience to still be optimistic that 
our collective actions and efforts can produce alternative models of 
building the cities of today and tomorrow.

Appendix 1

There were several case studies presented, in many of which the partic-
ipants themselves have played a key role and which explore a rich va-
riety of issues such as community engagement, tools, and technology, 
partnerships and alliances, inequality, inclusivity, capacity-building, 
among others and within a wide spectrum of scales and possibilities 
in which participatory processes and co-design exist in the planning 
of territories. Below, I will highlight some of the case studies which 
were presented:

• Fragile Alliances: Municipalism and the Commons in Amster-
dam  is a report that explores the terms “municipalism” and 
“the commons” within Amsterdam. The objective is to evaluate 
these terms as alliance-building tools and new forms of re-
politicization. 

https://minim-municipalism.org/reports/report-5-fragile-alliances-municpalism-and-the-commons-in-amsterdam
https://minim-municipalism.org/reports/report-5-fragile-alliances-municpalism-and-the-commons-in-amsterdam
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• Presidio Partecipativo is a pact between the local administra-
tions and a network of dozens of associations and individual 
citizens of the Simeto River Valley in Sicily. Together, through 
a shared governance system, various actors have been working 
since 2015 to promote a plan for the sustainable development 
and protection of this Valley’s ecosystem and communities that 
inhabit it. 

• IAQOS Ancona and AI4future are projects that involve Artificial 
intelligence to engage communities through an interactive and 
visual process with tangible outputs. IAQOS was carried out in 
Ancona while AI4future involves communities, activists, and 
artists in Barcelona, Cagliari, Milano, and Rotterdam.

• DIG: Disaster Imagination Game through the initiative Chil-
dren’s Map Contest for Community Safety  is an interactive 
activity in which children, together with family members or 
guardians, residents, and teaching staff describe through maps 
their perception of safety and security of their local areas. The 
objective is to raise awareness on safety and security within 
communities, starting from the most vulnerable members. 

• Urban GoodCamp (UCAMP)  is a large international project 
which involves several universities and aims at empowering 
Higher Education Institutions and their urban stakeholders 
to tackle pressing urban challenges by creating and actively 
engaging urban communities of practice, developing, and 
implementing multidisciplinary learning interventions for 
university students, young researchers, and life-long learners 
to develop real-life solutions to pressing urban challenges.

• Neighborhoods NOW is a program that focuses on New York 
neighborhoods suffering from “public disinvestment” and which 
were severely affected by COVID-19. A process that connected 
design practitioners with local restaurants and shop owners to 
provide pro-bono services to re-design their spaces and benefit 
from programs such as Open Streets and Open Restaurants.

https://www.presidiosimeto.it/
https://iaqos.sineglossa.it/ancona/
https://ai4future.eu/
https://r-dmuch.jp/en/project/mapcontest/
https://r-dmuch.jp/en/project/mapcontest/
https://www.urbangoodcamp.eu/
https://neighborhoodsnow.nyc/
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• Punto Luce is a program located in the Genovese neighborhood 
of Sestri Ponente which focuses on fighting against youth ex-
clusion. It is aimed at children and young people between 6 and 
16 years old to actively engage them in free activities such as 
photography, theater, food education, and other types of work-
shops including responsible use of web and social networks. 
Over 700 families have benefited from this initiative that en-
courages the creation of intergenerational bonds. 

• The social agricultural innovation project for Nilde Iotti Park in 
Reggio Emilia is an example of building community through 
social agriculture. It aims at developing a model of sustainable 
agriculture that, through a local economy model built on soli-
darity, is able to give new life and form to this park.

Appendix 2 – List of participants
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• Yip Shoichi

https://www.facebook.com/puntoluce.merlinogenova/
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Which new radical agenda  
for urban education to contribute  

to the social and cultural revitalization 
of territories?

Pietro Savastio

Contemporary cities and their governance dynamics

Most of the people are already living in urban spaces, and many more 
are expected to become city dwellers in the near future (by 2050 around 
70% of the world’s population will live in cities, according to UNICEF). 
This is a real matter for “the youth,”, which today represents yet today 
an important sharepart of the urban inhabitants. We are living in an 
ever increasingly urban world, with more children growing up in cit-
ies than ever before, so that taking seriously the urban-school nexus 
is crucial for those interested in educational matters. 

The shape of the modern city is ambivalent: while on the one hand 
cities are centres of progress, vitality and concentration of essential 
services for well-being, on the other hand the very form of urbani-
sation, which is not always adequately regulated, produces negative 
counter-effects that make cities inhospitable, degraded and even op-
pressive. This is the case of many major cities, in which some interests 
appear to be represented over others, thus leaving unaddressed rele-
vant issues for the powerless unaddressed. 
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If we analyze the city from the children’s point of view – the pow-
erless par excellence – we observe how their specific needs are un-
der-considered in the material and immaterial design of the city. Both 
when designing the urban structure of the city and when shaping the 
superstructural frame of social relations, children are underestimated. 
Their specific interests, – e.g., a city where they can safely play or a ur-
ban system of educational integrated services – are not given a voice 
in decision-making, while other interests (financial, commercial and 
real estate interests) end up shaping the urban development at their 
expense. 

Erosion of public – and particularly of green – spaces, increasing 
urban pollution and rising road hazards, are just a few of the multiple 
negative factors for the growth of children in the city. Overall, the 
urban space seems to lose the possibilities embedded in “incidental 
education”, as Colin Ward used to call it. Freely experiencing the ur-
ban spaces is more and more risky, making the city an unwelcoming 
environment for children. At the same time, welfare and educational 
services are not compensating for the lack of opportunities in the “im-
mediate” city experience. 

Overall, we need to acknowledge how the urban context is not neu-
tral but has a pedagogical impact (positive or negative) on the growth 
of children. Therefore, cities have to be understood as specific edu-
cational platforms either allowing or impedingnot autonomous and 
enriching experiences for the younger citizens. 

Urban and social issues in the child’s experience:  
what to do?

What are the results of the impoverishment of the urban platform? 
Not only are the drop-out rates higher in cities than in rural areas, 
but many other phenomena are making their way. It is the case of: 
youth violence, drug addiction, hikikomori, cultural poorness, obesity 
and low physical activity. Moreover, educational poverty is on the rise 
as far as few educational opportunities are available in metropolitan 
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areas. The shortage of schools, libraries, museums, cultural centres, 
playgrounds and sport facilities contribute to the youth deprivation of 
opportunities. Children grow up in hostile environments, with poor 
services and a disciplinary education system.

The problem of urban childhood is therefore becoming increasing-
ly topical and pressing. Change would be needed on two different 
levels: (i) urban planning and (ii) design of new educational services, 
school-related.

It is imperative that we design and build cities that meet the needs 
of children: seeking their input during the design process, providing 
them with access to games and education, and facilitating their social 
and cultural interactions. Furthermore, we need to design, propose 
and promote new comprehensive urban education policies to make 
the city tailor-made on children’s needs, enriching the service system 
at the district level in the 15 minutes perspective. To really fight the 
suburb’s deprivations, we need a strong school-related educational 
system. Only in this way can the city become truly educational.

Beyond the isolation of schools: a call to action for a strong educa-
tional alliance

Nowadays, schools alone appear to be ineffective, unable to provide 
adequate opportunities to all pupils. School is per se insufficient to 
respond to the many needs of children in an enclosed environment. In 
the past, many were the educational agencies providing external sup-
port to the growth process of our children, whereas today schools are 
increasingly isolated. The schools areas loaded with educational re-
sponsibilities and tasks in an environment that is educationally poor, 
as far as families are experiencing a long and enduring crisis, and so 
is the “neighborhood” and the religious associations operating within 
them. As a result, at any fundamental transition from different levels 
of school we observe drop-out and crises, abandonment and isolation. 

A new strategy is needed to transform our schools into open spaces 
in which multiple actors can act to provide their own expertise, sup-
porting schools in the educational process. At the same time the cur-
ricular activities could be enriched via outdoor explorations outdoors, 
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discovering the “adult” life, getting out of schools-architecture to find 
out real life and experiences. We now need a back-and-forth relation 
between the school and the urban territory to strengthen the positive 
impact of integrated approaches. 

To make such a project real, to start it up in practice, we need to 
bypass partial interests. Therefore, we need stronger alliances at the 
district level in order to fight educational poorness. The many actors 
“making the good city” need to gather in a collective effort for edu-
cation. The third sector, the public institutions, and the-commercial-
sector-who-care need to form alliances for a common goal: the one of 
urban education. The fragmentation of the local areas must be tackled, 
neighborhoods must be brought out of their isolation, and the best 
forces must be channeled into schools in order to offer new education-
al facilities. 

All in all, the amount of time children spend playing outdoors, their 
ability to get around independently, and their level of contact with na-
ture are strong indicators of how a city is performing, and not just for 
children but for all city dwellers. As it stated Enrique Peñalosa, former 
Mayor of Bogotá: «Children are a kind of indicator species. If we can 
build a successful city for children, we will have a successful city for 
all people».
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The Covid 19 pandemic highlighted and brought to lighy some en-
during limitations in the national school system. Italian pupils are not 
only performing under the OECD average in the main subjects ana-
lyzed (Math, Reading and Science), but they also seem to be struggling 
to cope with an ever-changing social sphere. Rather than levelling out 
differences, schools end up reproducing existing inequalities, foster-
ing performance-related anxieties, and generating – one among the 
highest levels in Europe1 – skills misalignment with the job market. 
Several observations and informed opinions seem to point to fact that 
schools are based on a bygone “one-size-fits-all” model, outdated and 
rigid curricula and disciplining-by-design dynamics that leave little 
space for self-determination. Furthermore, schools have troubling re-
lationships with their territories (neighbourhoods, towns, etc) and fail 
both to leverage their cultural and social development and to trans-
fer onto students the skills required by local employers. With limited 

1  https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/default/files/economy-finance/dp100_en.pdf.
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awareness of the consequences of choices taken, “good” or privileged 
students in their early years are overwhelmingly channeled into hu-
manities and science-based university patterns, while the disadvan-
taged ones into professionalizing high schools. Meanwhile, degrees 
of satisfaction with one’s educational patterns remain low. Attempts 
to transform schools into multifunctional centers capable of promot-
ing individuals’ development and at the same time contributing to the 
social and cultural revitalization of the surrounding territories have 
been made, and the case studies that generated the discussion are list-
ed below. The Working group titled School and Territories for New Edu-
cational Alliances tried to build on these examples identifying the most 
relevant successes and challenges they were met with. If achievements 
varied widely depending on the local contexts and on who the actors 
promoting those projects were (third sector, local governments, or pri-
vate sector) some clear common ground was found with regards to the 
factors hampering the implementation of solutions to the issues: lack 
of legal grounding and institutional structure in support, lack of funds 
and hardships in granting sustainability to those projects when actors 
involved inevitably changed.

In such context the group identified “Transitions” as the crucial con-
ceptual target of its action, here intended both as the passage through 
subsequent school and life blocks (Elementary-middle school, mid-
dle-high school, high-school to university/work) but also as the rea-
son why pupils follow a determined path rather than another one: 
how they feel, what information about themselves and the world sur-
rounding them they are endowed with, and consequently, what they 
dream of and aspire to. Several elements were recognized to be needed 
to encourage more conscious and effective transitions. Pupils need not 
only to develop a set of soft skills, but such also as the ability to inter-
act and collaborate with one another, recognize and pursue their will 
confidently and independently, and find creative solutions. They also 
need to be exposed to – and to experience – the several options avail-
able for their life paths as well as some context on the systems and 
territories they are immersed in. A program seeking more thoughtful 
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choices was recognized as one targeting not only the wellbeing of 
students but also the development of an active and responsible citi-
zenship, the effectiveness of local job markets, and the socio-cultur-
al development of the neighborhoods where schools are built in. To 
do so, radical change has been deemed necessary, throughout differ-
ent phases of the school path. Moving from the common issues that 
emerged in the case studies and the objective we referred to, the work-
ing group elaborated a wide-ranging proposal for reform, which seeks 
to structure the missing legal framework as well as to establish the 
multi-actor operative governance needed.

The proposal for reform emerged from the working group and 
named “90 days Skills and Knowledge Swap” imagines periods of mu-
tual exchange between schools and the surrounding territories during 
– or right before – crucial “Transition years.” The last year of elemen-
tary school, the third year of middle school, the second and the last 
year of high school are considered the transition years of reference. 
In such four skill swap periods, we envisage regular lessons to be sus-
pended for three months to allow for students to gather skills and 
knowledge which are necessary for their personal development and 
consequent conscious decision-making but not contemplated in reg-
ular frontal lessons. Specific activities need to be pondered according 
to the territory they are enacted in, the actors available to participate 
and the age group to which they are referred to. Yet, they should en-
compass moments of knowledge sharing both inside and outside the 
school buildings. Local artisans, actors from the third sector, artists, 
professionals, representatives of institutions and worker unions, tu-
tors, older students should be involved in the organization of various 
activities in the school, as well as in hosting students at their work-
places. From orienteering courses to internships for older students to 
role games for younger ones, flipped classrooms and masterclasses, 
peer-learning, tutoring and day visits to interesting sites of the ter-
ritory should characterize the duties of children in those months. An 
office should be established in every school to gather proposals from 
the territory, tutor students to navigate the options they can choose, 
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evaluate and validate activities as alternatives to regular lessons. One 
student could dedicate the whole period to a specific activity, such as 
doing an internship, following an intensive acting course, or pursuing 
service learning and volunteering initiatives while another could ex-
plore different options in the territory, follow the projects, workshop 
and alternative lessons activated inside the school or meet with the 
school tutor and mental health service to learn more about his/her 
own prospects. Moments of knowledge and experience sharing should 
be held regularly to assure continued flow of information between 
external actors, students, their parents, and teachers about the options 
available and the lessons to take from them. Several differing activities 
could be included in such a framework with previous approval of the 
dedicated office, upon condition that it seeks to develop civic con-
science, work skills, broader horizons and understanding of the social 
sphere, exercising cultural endeavors or gathering D.I.Y., nature and 
care knowledge.

Such an initiative would require changes on several levels and the 
involvement of multiple actors. At first a national legal framework, 
with dedicated funds should allow for school reform and the set-up 
of a political governance at the regional level. This should oversee en-
suring the establishment and granting sustainability to a coordinating 
office with some full-time employees in every school. Regional and 
municipal institutions would take care of the operative implementa-
tion of the program and of organizing events and refresher courses to 
ensure good practices and ideas circulating between different schools. 
Subsequently, the schools, and crucially their students, their parents, 
the teachers, and the headmasters should activate their networks to 
support the coordinating office at gathering initiatives. Local third 
sector organizations such as sports clubs, volunteering cultural and 
recreational associations, should propose activities and share their 
spaces and time to make proposals. Similarly, local productive enter-
prises, cinemas, theaters, local artisans, and workers unions could do 
the same, proposing day visits, internships, courses, labs/workshops, 
and masterclasses that students could follow. For three months the 
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schools would be local centers where knowledge and experiences 
are gathered and shared, to inform students’ decisions and bring far 
reaching development through better alignment with the needs of the 
surrounding territories.

Appendix 1 – Case Studies

• PCTO at “Teatro sull’Acqua” (Giulia Alonzo – Alma Ma-
ter) 
Festival in Arona https://www.teatrosullacqua.it/
The local theatre festival involves the students of the local 
high school with two weeks of activities. The first is focused 
on training. A group of experts trains the students in the tasks 
they will then have to carry out in the following week, during 
the festival.

• “ABCDigital” (Paola Rossetti – Assolombarda)
The strategic objective is to set the ground for a large digi-
tal initiative – involving High School, Businesses, private and 
public Institution, in which High School students (involved in 
school-labour alternative activities) make their digital skills 
available to “non-digital natives”, the so-called “Over 60s”.
High school students are given the opportunity to gain profes-
sional experience and skills highly valued for accessing today’s 
job market, by making use of their digital know-how to con-
duct trainings, under the mentoring of professional business 
Partners.
The initiative is aimed at growing the number of web users 
among the elder people too, simplifying their access to the pri-
mary web services (such as health and transport services) and 
thus contributing to the digital divide reduction among differ-
ent generations.
Overall, since the first edition, the numbers of students in-
volved, who have gained benefit from the ABCDigital project, 

https://www.teatrosullacqua.it/
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are more than 4.500 belonging to more than 60 different High 
Schools across Italy.
They have engaged about 7.700 Over60 to whom High Schools 
students have given instructions related to digital skills and re-
lated services
(www.abc-digital.org – attualmente in revisione)

• Educare ICS Bobbio – Val Trebbia
With fundings from public institutions the school of Bobbio-Val 
Trebbia conducted surveys and mapping of the different reali-
ties of the third sector active on the territory that could cooper-
ate with schools, as well as of the number of hours that parents 
would be willing to dedicate to shared education. The project 
subsequently activated several wide ranging collaborations to 
expand curricula and conduct activities outside of the school 
walls such as the restoration of mountain paths, movie projec-
tions and workshops which managed to limit the depopulation 
of the local territory.
https://www.liberta.it/news/cronaca/2021/10/09/listituto-om-
nicomprensivo-di-bobbio-e-un-modello-patto-tra-scuo-
la-e-territorio/

• Futuro Prossimo – Save the Children
https://www.savethechildren.it/cosa-facciamo/progetti/futu-
ro-prossimo
The objectives of Futuro Prossimo Project are to fight educa-
tional poverty and early school leaving through the experimen-
tation of an integrated, replicable and sustainable intervention 
model. 26 are the national partners and the territories involved 
are Naples-Chiaiano, Sassari-LatteDolce and Venice-Marghera.
https://www.comune.venezia.it/altaintensita 
The high-intensity network of Venice is made up of schools, 
institutional bodies and cultural associations. More than 90 or-
ganisations that have signed a citizen educational pact are part 
of the network. The objective is the fight against educational 

http://www.abc-digital.org
https://www.savethechildren.it/cosa-facciamo/progetti/futuro-prossimo
https://www.savethechildren.it/cosa-facciamo/progetti/futuro-prossimo
https://www.comune.venezia.it/altaintensita
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poverty. The network works together to create free educational 
activities for children and young people in the Venice area.

• Punto Luce Aquila – Save the Children
https://www.savethechildren.it/cosa-facciamo/progetti/pun-
to-luce-laquila
On the national territory there are 26 “Punti Luce”- spaces with 
a high educational density. The “Light Points” are located in the 
most disadvantaged neighborhoods and suburbs of the cities. 
They offer free training and educational opportunities to chil-
dren between 6 and 17 years old.

•	 Coronauti – Napoli
A group of street teachers decided to tackle inequalities in ac-
cess to digital means in a suburb of Napoli, not only by provid-
ing every student with a computer but also with digital cultural 
content such as books, music and movies. Students were then 
invited to bring the devices at home and share them with their 
family members

• Green Jobs – Fondazione Cariplo
http://www.progettogreenjobs.eu
Fondazione Cariplo financed a competition among 300 entre-
preneurial ideas coming from students and awarded a prize 
selecting the winning project among many. The project was 
subsequently funded into a real start-up.

Appendix 2 – Participants

• Pietro Savastio, Fondazione Foqus Presidente
• Noseda Andrea, Fondazione Giangiacomo Feltrinelli, Rappor-

teur
• Brighenti Marta, Università Ca’ Foscari
• Alonzo Giulia, PhD Student in Sociology and Social Research 

at the University of Bologna
• Civati Micaela, A2A Responsabile Educational & Visiting
• Albertini Luca, A2A Responsabile Education & Visiting

https://www.savethechildren.it/cosa-facciamo/progetti/punto-luce-laquila
https://www.savethechildren.it/cosa-facciamo/progetti/punto-luce-laquila
http://www.progettogreenjobs.eu
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• Landri Paolo, CNR-IRPPS
• Rossetti Paola – Assolombarda
• Mangione Giuseppina – INDIRE Progetto Piccole Scuole
• Panunzi Marta – Junior Achievements Italia
• Piccolo Emanuela – Comune di Milano
• Melissa Bodo – Save the Children
• Julia Di Campo – Save the Children
• Vittoria Volterrani – Istituto Omnicomprensivo Bobbio
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